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ADDISON CAMMA0K,

OSBORN 4 CAMMACK,

Bankers,

WAY- FOR lFUTITItE .G-EN&FATIONS*

NEW YORK, DECEMBER 28, 1872.
A" FIHST-CLASS

; BANKING HOUSE OF

New York Security
AT A LOW PRICE.

No. 34 BROAD STREET,

NEW YORK.

JOHN J. CISCO

&

SON,
,r

Bankers,
No./tj9 Wall St.,-New York. ®
id Carrenoy received on deposit, subject to

■4^11.

Interest allowed on Currency Accounts at the rate
0*- Four per Cent, per annum, credited at the end ot

each month.
ALL CHECKS DRAWN ON US PASS THROUGH
THE CLEARING-HOUSE, AND ARE RECEIVED
ON DEPOSIT^BYJIaLL THE CITY BANKS.
, Certificates of Deposit issued, payable ca demand,
bearing Four per Cent interest,
Loans negotiated.
Orders promptly executed for the Purchase and
Bale of Governments, Gold, Stocks and Bond* on
commission.
Collectiona mad® oaall parts of the United States
and Canadas.

HENRY

CLEWS

&

■Its length is 42 miles, its cost about $42,000 per pile,
and it is mortgaged for less than $12,000 per mile; the
balance of the funds required for its construction hav
ing been raised by subscription to the capital stosk.
The road approaches completion. It traverses a
populous and fertile district of the State, which in
sures it a paying business and it is under the control
of gentlemen of high character and.ability. Its bonds
possess all the requisites of an inviting investment
They are amply secured by a mortgage for less than
one-third the value ®f the property. They pay seven
per cent, gold Interest, and are offered five per cent,
below par. The undersigned confidently recommend
them to all class of investors,

’

Circular Notes and Letters of Credit for travelers ;
also Commercial Credits issued*-available throughout

I

WARSAW

RAILWAY,

the world.
Bills of Exchange on the Imperial Bank of London,
National Bank of Scotland, Provincial Bank of Ire
land and all their branches.
Telegraphic Transfers of moneyed [Europe, Sasi

SECOND

MORTGAGE CON

Francisco and the West Indies.
Deposit accounts received in either Currency or

VERTIBLE 7

PER

Coin, subject to Cheek at sight, wliieh pass through
the Clearing House as if drawn upon any city bank;
interest allowed on all daBy balances; Certificates of

GENT. CURRENCY BONDS.

Deposit issued bearing interest at current rate; Notes
and Drafts collected.

INTEREST

State, City and Railroad Loans negotiated,
CLEWS,
HABICHT & CO.,7
'V
11 Old Broad St., London,

PAYABLE
’

PRINCIPAL 1886.

THE

THK ST. J8SEPI1 AND DENVER CITY RAIL

LOANER’S BANK

ROAD COMPANY'S]

FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS

WARRANTS

OCTOBER-AM APRIL,*

BANKING & FINANCIAL.

GEORGE OPDYKE & CO.,
No. 85 Nassau Street

OP THE CITY OP NEW YORK,

TOLEDO, PEORIA

CO.,

32 Wall Street, ST. Y.

STOGKS, STATE BONDS, GOLD AND FEDThe undersigned Offer for sale the First Mortgage
ERAL SECURITIES, bought and sold oh Com
mission.
Seven Her Cent. Gold Bonds of the Syracuse and Chenango Valley Railroad, at 93 and accrued interest -Whether you wish to Buy or Sell
This road runs from the City of Syracuse to Smith's
write to
Valley, where It unites with the New York Midland
CHAS. W. IIASSLER, Railroad, thus connecting that city by a direct line of
No. 7 WALL STREET,
road with the metropolis.

Rail
Road
Bonds.

PRICE TEN CENST.

We offer for sals $188,000 of the above bonds ia

(ORGANIZED UNDER STATE CHARTER.)

Are being absorbed by an increasing demand for them. block. By act of resrganization of the Company thes®
Secured as they are by a first mortgage on the Road, bonds are convertible into the First Preferred Shares
22 Nassau Street, New York. Land
Grant, Franchise and Equipments, combined
BARTONT & ALLEiST,
of the Company, which amounts to only 17,000 shares,
in one mortgage, they .command at once a ready
CAPITAL.......................... ..............
$500,000 market.
and into the Consolidated Bonds (recently negotiated
Subject to increase to........................... .
1 000 000
A Liberal Sinking Bund provided in the Mortgage at Amsterdam) of six millions of dollars, which cover
No. 40 BROAD STREET,
■* ~ ”
Deed must advance the price upon the closing @f the
mission*’
e°ld bou£kt and sold on cOmThis Bank negotiates LOANS, makes COLLEC
fire entire line of 230 miles of completed road, to
loan. Principal and interest payable in gold. Inter
TIONS, advances on SECURITIES and receives DE
est at eight (8) per. cent, per annum. Payable semi gether with all the rolling stock and real-property, to
kabvkt tisic.
A. S. HATCH. POSITS.
Accounts-of Bankers, Manufacturers and Merchants annually, free of tax. Principal in thirty years. De the value of more than ten millions of dollars. Th®
OFFICE OF
will receive special attention.
nominations, $1,000, $500 and $100 Coupons, or Regisroad crosses the entire State of Illinois and connects
FISK <fe HATCH,
FIVE PER CENT. INTEREST paid on CUR .tered.
RENT BALANCES and liberal facilities offered to our
Price 97^ and accrued interest, in. eurrency, from with the mammoth iron bridges spanning the Missis-,
BANKERS AND DEALERS EST CUSTOMERS.
February 15, 1872.
DORR RUSSELL, President.
sippi at Keokuk and Burlington, The income of tha
GOVERNMENT SECURITIES,
.Maps, Circulars, Documents and information fur
A. F. Wilsiakth, Vice-President.
nished.
road for the year will net sufficient to pay interest on
No. 5 Nassau st., N. Y.,
Trustees, Fanners' Loan and Trust Companf of New
NEW YORK
:|3P"* Opposite ff. S. SuthTreasuryv
all the bonded indebtedness and dividend on tm pre
York.
ferred
shares.
Can now be had through the principal Banks and
■AMY BARTON.

bcensy alien.

Continental Life Buiiingj

Banters and Brokers.

SAVINGS BANK,

We receive the accounts of Banks, Bank
EIGHTH AVESHJE,
ers,- Corporations and others, subject to check
at sight, and allow interest on balances.
Cor. Fourteenth St.s
We make special arrangements for interest
SIX
PER,
CENT. INTEREST
oh deposits of specific sums for fixed periods.
We make collections on all points in tie allowed on all sums from $5 to $5,000. Deposits
August? “ b °re
draw interest from
United States and Canada, and issue Certifi
Assets;’ $2,473,303.05
cates of Deposit available in all parts of the Surplus, $200,272.95.
Union.
W# buy and sell at cummt rates, all classes
of Government Securities, and the Bonds of
/
the Central Pacific Railroad Company ; also,
Gold and Silver Coin'and Gold Coupons.
.
FOR SALE,
We buy and sell, at the Stock Exchange,
miseellaneous Stocks and Bonds, on commis
sion, for cash.
BY S. W. HOPKINS & CO.,
Communications and inquiries by mail or
telegraph, fwiU receiye careful attention.

RAILROAD IROK

•

. FISK 4 HATCH,

i

71 BROADWAY.

Bankers throughout the country, and from tije under
signed who unhesitatingly recommend them,
^
TANNER & CO,, Bankers,
No. 11 Wall Street, New York.

For terms apply to

' B.

CLARK, DODGE & CO.,

AUGUST BELMONT & CO.,

Comer Wall and William streets.

Bankers,

MAXWELL & CO.,

50 WALL STREET,

Bankers and Brokers,

Issue Letters of Credit to Travelers, available la all
parts of the world through the

MESSRS* DE ROTHSCHILD AIVD THEIR
CORRESPONDENTS.
Also, make telegraphic transfel of
fomia, Europe and Havana,

j
j

Cell-'!

H::..

•

,

- i Xov 11 BROAD STREET.
. k'-i

mw isi®,

J

"W'O O D U TILL.
Cancbe,—In anotlier column will fee found the card
ef Dr. J. M. Comins, to wfeicfe we call tfee attention of
those afflicted with that terrible disease—cancer. It is
not a usual thing for us to mention practising physi
cians; but in this case w.e know whereof we speak,
and we speak in the interest of the afflicted, rather than
on that of Dr. Comins. He has specimens of cancer
cases which have been cured by his treatment, which
place him at the head of his profession. But the po
sition he occupies in this disease is held by him in all
others, especially in those of a chronic character.

The Hew York Lxberae Club meets every Friday
evening at 3 o’clock, for the discussion of scientiflo
and other interesting subjects. Good speaking and
entertaining discussions may always be expected.
A book for the times. “The Clergy a Source of
Danger to the American Republic.” Bold by subcription only. Agents wanted. Address W. S’. Jamieson,
10 Korth Jefferson street, Chicago, 111.

Dec.

CLAFLIlT^S WEEKLY.

FOR USE m

HOME
INSURANCE COMPANY,

THE FAMOUS

LIBERAL BOOK STORE,
WARREN CHASE.

HALFORD LEICESTERSHIRE

Table Sauce.
33 JEO S T

K P3 3A X S U

Marvin & Co.’s are the Best.
Put up in any part of the world for Family Use.

614 N. FIFTH STREET,

ST.

Branch Office 586 Sixth Avenue.

265 BROADWAY.

Assets over 4,000,000 The Great Discovery!
CATHARTIC MEDICINE MADE PLEASANT
TO THE TASTE AND DEIGHTFUL
IN EFFECT.
This Company having provided for all its Chicago
losses, without borrowing a dollar or disturbing a
single Bond and Mortgage, invites the attention of
the public to the following certificate of Hon. George.
W. Miller, Superintendent of the Insurance Depart
ment of the State of New York, that the Capital has
been’ restored to the full amount of Two and One-half

DR.

Can be bought of any First-Class Grocer

EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS.
PF-gend for a Catalogue.

qGiGKmnm & sons,
No; 11 East Fourteenth St., New York.

WM. DIBBLEE,
LADIES5 HAIR DRESSER,

OR VIS’

Cathartic Compound
Is pleasant k> the taste, and will be readily eaten by
children or adults. It is free from poisonous drugs,
is purely vegetable, and, unlike other Cathartic Medi
cines, the dose need not to be increased from con
tinued use. And it, positively cures constipation.
The directions accompanying each package. Read
the following recommendations:
“ New York, July 8, 1871.
“Dr. Orvis: Dear Sir—Please send me, C. 0.fD.,ona
box such as I had before; and am pleased to say, it
has acted as a charm with my wife.
“Yours,
TUNIS H. BLACKWELL.”
(This was one of the worst cases of constipation I
have ever known.—A. O.)
“Brooklyn, L. L, Nov. 3,1871.
“ Dear Sir: Since your. Cathartic Medicine was mads
known to me, I haye used it, and it only, in my family,
to obviate the evil'it is intended to remedy; and I as
sure you I prefer it to all other expedients. Its opera
tion is gentle and wholesome, not. enervating the sys
tem, or leaving a tendency to increased difiiculty. IS
clears the complexion, relieves oppression and invig
orates the whole physical economy.
_ .
“Respectfully;
Mrs. R. C. MAITLAND.’
It is extensively used by Dr. Foster, of Clifton
Springs, and many other eminent Phy icians.
SPECIAL AGENTS:
Hudnut, Herald Building, Broadway, New York; D.
G Farwell, cor. Amity and Broadway, do.: Ma«y, cor.
6th avenue and 14th Street, do.; Robt. S. McCurdy, 494
Broadway, Albany; J. K. Post & Co., Lane & Panm,
and Almy, Osbum House, Rochester, N. Y.; S. E.
Samuels, Columbus, O.; Dixon & Deiurich, Dayton,
O.; Briggs, Clifton Springs, N. Y.
FOR SALE BY DRUGGISTS GENERALLY.

Millions of Dollars.

Insubanob Department, Albant, N. Y., 1
Dec., 27,1871. )

APOLLO HALL.

THE BEST PIANOS AT THE LOWEST PRICES
and upon the most favorable terms of payment.
We invite the attention of persons intending to
pnrchase Pianos to our New Illustrated Catalogue,
giving full description of Styles and Prices, and the
terms on which we sell to those desiring to make

MO.,

PHRENOLOGICAL BOOKS, ETC.

CHARLES J. MARTIN, Pres.

Piano-Fortes-

LOUIS,

Comprising a complete assortment of all Books
nblished and advertised by WTm. White & Co., J. P.
[endum, S. S. Jones and other Liberal Publishers,
with all Liberal Papers, &c. ■
Dr. H. Storer’s Nutritive Compound.
Dr. Spence’s Positive and Negative Powders.

J. H. Washburn, Sec.

SONS’

E. LTJKENS.

WARREN, CHASE & CO.,

No. 135 BROADWAY.

Capital, - $2,500,000

T H S3

&

E. L. MOORE.

LIBERAL AND SPIRITUAL BOOKS AND PAPERS,
PARLOR GAMES, VOLTAIC SOLES,

S^FES.

CHECKERING

1872.

28,

Having, on the 10th day of November, 1871, made a
requisition, directing tbe officers of the Home Insur
ance Company, of New York, to require the Stock
SUJ^OA.Y X.ECTTTiraiS*
holders of said Company to pay up the sum of One
BY THOMAS GALES FORSTER, Million Five Hundred Thousand Dollars deficiency
TRANCE SPEAKER,
then existing in the Capital of said Company, and
Every Sunday Morning & Evening. upon due examination made, it appearing that the
said amount of One Million Five Hundred Thousand
At half-past 10 a. m., and half-past 7 p. m.,
Dollars has been duly subscribed and fully paid in, in
during the year, commencing February 4, 1872, at cash, I hereby certify that the capital of said Compa
Apollo Hall, comer Broadway and Twenty-eighth St.,
ny has been fully restored to its original amount of
New York.
Two Million Five Hundred Thousand Dollars.
JOHN KEYSER, Treasurer.

In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand
Price 25 cts. per Package.
and affixed my official seal on the day and year above fW Address all Orders,
written.
DR. A. ORYIS, Rochester, N.’
GEORGE W. MILLER,
864 BROADWAY,
will diagnose disease and give prescriptions from a
lock of hair or photograph, the patient being required
Q
(
Superintendent,
Has removed from Ms Store to the
to .give name, age, residence, &c. A beVe'r diagnosis
will be given by giving him the leading symptoms, hut
FIRST FLOOR,
skeptics are not required to do so. Watch the papers
for his address, or direct to Hobart, Ind., and Wait till
where he will continue to conduct his business in all tbe letters can be forwarded to Mm.
Is branches TWEN’fY-FIYE PER CENT. CHEAPER
Terms, $3. Money refunded when he fails to get en
hnn heretofore, in consequence of the difference in rapport with the patient.
ffls rent.
CHATELAINE BRAIDS.
Gives special attention to the treatment of CANCER,
of all varieties, and is radically curing large number*
LADLES’ AND GENTLEMEN’S WIGS.
of them.
AJST EXHAUSTIVE ARGUMENT
Igfe everything appertaining to the business will be
3P~ Call or address at
iiepi Ck ’Ymd and made to order.
AGAINST MARRIAGE LEGISLATION,

D. W. HULL,
rwsmic AM ClAfflOYAM fflSIClAX,

'CANCER.

J. M. COMINS, M. D.,
PEOF. Of OBSTETRICS Si DISEASES OF IIIAEIS,

THE LAW OF MARRIAGE,

FREDERICK KURTZ’S

143 E. TWENTY-SIXTH STREET, N. Y.,
From 8 to 9% e.

By C. L. James,
DIBBLE XStNIA for stimulating, JAPONfCA for
mothing am.
MAGIC TAR SALVE fox promoting
She growth oi the hah, constantly on hand.
Consultation on diseases of the Scalp, Mondays, Author of “Manual of Transcendental PMlosophy.”
For sale by the author, post paid, for 25c.
Wednesdays and Fridays, from 9 A. m. till 3 p. m.
Also, Ms celebrated
Address,
ALMA, WIS.

; 4 to 6 p.

m.

„

The Road to Power.
SEXUAL SCIENCE.

HARABA ZEIN,

DINING

>r FLESH BEAUTIFIER, the only pure and hamiess preparation ever made for the complexion. No
ady should ever he without it. Can he obtained only
it
WMV DIBBLEE’S,
854 Broadway, Up-stairs.

m.

PHYSICAL AID ffiTAL RIGINIMTM.

ROOMS,

A pamphlet of 60 pages, by F. B. Dowd. Priceless
.to wives and mothers, and such as are trying to b«
men. Price 50e. Address
F. B. DOWD,
Wellsville, Mo.

DR. AMNI BROWN,

LEO

MILLER,

DENTIST,
25 West Twenty-Seventh Street.

Of New York, will present to the public

1

W«IM

(Pita IN

A MW

LI8HT.

SUBJECT :

MARE & CO.’S PIANOS. 23 Hew St. and @© Broadway DR. H. SLADE,

(established 1833, Baltimore, md.)
18,000 of these Celebrated Instruments arenowlnuse
this country and Europe. They have been awarded
86 Gold and Silver Medals. Every Instrument fully
Senator Wilson, of Massachusetts, in letter to Gen. warranted for five years.
)rdan, of Pennsylvania, says :
WAKEROOMS:
3U ., 111 AS W u
—r , ~ “ ------ ---- ,,
* e 660 Broadway, N. Y., and 69 Washington Street,
mto our friends m your State as a gentlemah of
Chicago, 111.
xe talent and character, and a most effective and eloJ, BAUER & CO.,
)eaker.”
GENERAL AGENTS.
CHARLES H. FOSTER, Pianos to rent; sold on installments; and old ones
taken in exchange. Illustrated Catalogues sent on ap
plication.

(CLAIRVOYANT,)

fOMANrAND HER RELATIONS TO TEMPER
ANCE AND OTHER REFORMS.”

fest

Medium,

16 East Twelfth Street, H. Y.

DR.

C.

S.

WEEKS,

Dentist^
No. 412 FOURTH AYE.,
veen Twenty-eighth and Twenty-ninth .Streets,
NEW YORK.
TEETH EXTRACTED WITHOUT'PAIN,
the use of Chemically pure Nitrous Oxide or LaughGas Df W. has used it several years, extracting
h for thousands with complete success, and with
fad effects in any instance. All operations pertamto Dentistry performed in the most careful and
sough manner at reasonable puce.

AND

J. SIMMONS,
210

GEORGE MACKENZIE, Agent,
No. 58 Broadway.

N. Y,

AND
OFFICE HOURS FROM 9 A. M. TILL 9 P. M.
NOT OPEN SATURDAY.

HE MB FIRST MCRTUiGE
7B Sftalden Lane& I Liberty St.

Only Direct Line to France.
THE GENERAL TRANSATLANTIC COMPANY’S
MAIL STEAMSHIPS BETWEEN NEW YORK
AND HAVRE, CALLING AT BREST.
The splendid vessels on this favorite roiite for the
Continent will sail from Pier 60 North Elver as fol
lows :
VILLE DE PARIS
Submont .... Saturday, Oct. 19
WASHINGTON......... Roussan....... Saturday, Nov. 2
ST. LAURENT......... Lemari........ Saturday, Nov. 16
BRICE OF PASSAGE IN GOLD (including wine)
TO BREST OR HAVRE :
First Cabin...............$125 | Second Cabin.............. $75
These steamers do not carry steerage passengers.
American travelers going to or returning from tbe
Continent of Europej by taking the steamers of this
line, avoid both .transit by English railway and the dis
comforts of crossing tne Channel, besides saving time,
trouble and expense.

West Forty-Third Street,

7 JPer Cent Gold Bonds,

Issued by the Montclair Railway Co.
-—AND---- -

Guaranteed by New York Midland.
The Montclaib is the Direct and Shobt Link os1
the Midland through New Jersey. Its bonds are
issued on the basis of half cost. They are Guaranteed.
It is a home road, running Direct from the City of
New York, assured of a large business and a fine
Mr. Kurts invites to his WfiriS 2itod comfortably fur future. This Bond Offers a» Advantage over all
the other Midland--First Mortgage Bonds, in
nished dining apartments the down-town public, as that with Equal Security, it is Less- in Lricb.
We commend it to investors. For sale by
suring them that they will always find there the
choicest viands, served in the* most elegant style, the
most carefully-selected brands of wines and liquors,

Allen, Stephens & Co.,

as well as the most prompt attejtywa by swwiapMied
waiters, ‘ ;
a
t

£,

.J

k-i

-

E-A-ISTKERS,

Ho, 27 - PINE STREET. $

Dec. 28, 18*2.

WOODHULL & OLAFLXN’S WEEKLY.

Moral Cowardice & Modem Hypocrisy;
OE,

FOUR WEEKS II LUDLOW-STREET JAIL.
This Seppeessed Bostoit Speech

'

of

Victoeia G. W#oi>hull.

Truth crushed to earth will rise again,
The eternal years of God are hers,
But error, wounded, writhes in pain,
And dies amidst her worshipers.”

FresH from a cell in tlie American Bastile, to wliicli slie was
consigned by the cowardly servitude of the age, a women appears
upon this rostrum—taking a change of venue from the jurisdic
tion of the United States courts and the public press to the public
itself. One of the most sacred rights of the American citizen is
to be heard in a court, where justice can be received, and before
a jury of peers. This woman having athrmed that she believes
she is held by a court, in which there are good reasons for think
ing justice is not intended, and that she could be tried there by
no jury of peers, now comes before the court of the people—a
court higher than all others, and which creates all others, and
presents the case for the defense, knowing that justice reigns
where intrigue cannot enter nor money corrupt.
It is scarcely necessary that your attention should be called to
the degradation of courts. There is before the world the mourn
ful fact of the impeachment and conviction of judges of the high
est tribunals. The light shed by their trials is sufficient to cause
any one, to at least doubt, what may be the issue of any given
case, brought before any given court, unless it be well fortified
with greenbacks, gold or bonds. Indeed, in the present case,
which has not yet even reached an examination, the defendants
have been made to feel the power of money so sensibly that
this question forces itself: If so much can be done before a
hearing is reached, what may not be accomplished before the
trial is ended % It has been stated in the public prints that one
gentleman publicly announced that he would spend a hundred
thousand dollars to secure conviction in one part of the case ;
while the ISTew York Tribune said that a representative of another
part of it declared that “ she should be pursued to the death.”
Undoubtedly he should have added, even if it required the mil
lion dollars upon which the threat was based. Do you wonder
then that a change of venue from courts, whose judges may be
as corruptible as others have been shown to be, and from
persecutors with pockets filled with money and large bank ac
counts at their backs with which to purchase decisions, to the
people, the honest, moral, the great laboring masses, is sought %
t or is it cowardly to fear the first, or mistaken confidence to desire
"^Hhe jurisdiction of the last 2
The fountains in human character from which the persecution
in these cases springs are Moral Cowardice and Modern Hypoc
risy—fountains in whieh almost all human action now finds its
source and whose waters carry blight and mildew wherever
their influence is felt.
It was two years the 14th day of last April that the defendants
began the publication of a journal entitled Woodhull & Claflih’s Weekly, for the avowed purpose of discussing the social
question and of callingjpublic attention to the evils of the present
system, and of proposing a new one, not only to remedy the evils
of the present, but to ultimately wholly supplant it. The sub
ject was carefully approached, and every step coolly, but labor
iously argued. Ho incendiary or revolutionary proceedings
were advocated; but the prejudices as well as the authorities of
the present were cautiously^ respected. For a considerable
length of tune our ultimate purpose was not suspected, or if it
were, it received no special reproval from the public press. On
the contrary the editors of the Weekly received the most gener
ous, courteous and commendatory treatment at its hands, espe
cially in the cities of Hew York, Boston and Philadelphia. Its
columns were always ppen for their communications, of which
not unfrequent advantage was taken.
But suddenly there came a change. It was shown by defend
ant in Congress that women, equally with men, were citizens, and
like them entitled to be electors; and, in the words of the much
lamented Horace Greeley (who, by the way, was the most
bitter opponent of woman suffrage, but an equally earnest advo
cate of impartial suffrage): “ Hobodyhas a right to claim to be a
citizen who does not vote.” The admission of this claim would
involve a complete revolution of the politics of the Government,
introducing into the governing function an element equal in
quantify to that which now monopolizes it. It was at first receivedwvith a guffaw of incredulity; but the serious aspect which
it soon assumed replaced incredulity by astonishment at the
sweeping changes it foreboded; and this again by a decided hos
tility, manifested not only against suffrage, but against every
thing that happened to emanate from a similar source.
Previous to this time the defendants had been written up in the
daily press as “The Fasoinating Financiers,” “The Lady Bro
kers,” “The Future Princesses of Erie,” “Commodore Van
derbilt’s Proteges” “The Queens of the Quill,” and other
equally flattering and rose-colored and sensational terms. At
the time these filled the press it was thought they were too sweet
to last long. The milk of human kindness hath not yet an un
failing spring in the heart of man. But as its flow had been
almost an outpouring of its fountains, so did the gall of bitter
ness replace it in equal volume. First it was discovered that
they were “ Political Harlequins,” With a soft place somewhere
in the head that permitted them to imagine women had sense
enough to and could vote like men. Is it to be wondered at. that

.

§

a proposition at once so ridiculous and preposterous as this is, .
should have subjected its advocates to the suspicion of being
Bouffee Politicians ?—that is, in the esteem of those who hold
the political power and do not want to divide it with women %
From this point they rapidly degenerated in the opinion of
immaculate editors, into “humbugs,” “frauds,” “pretenders,”
“female bores,” “pubfic nuisances,” and finally into “prosti
tutes,” “harlots’’and “blackmailers,” and still more recently
into “publishers and venders of obscene literature; defiling
the United States mail with the same,” and into attacking
“revered citizens of spotless reputations ”—a calendar of crime
sufficient to put the community in mortal fear of the subjects,
and to make it believe them “ghouls,” “vampires,” or “devils.”
Originating in the press of Hew York these things have been
authoritatively copied into almost every journal in the world. Is
it to be wondered at, then, that there Has been a terrible public
opinion manufactured against them ; especially when it is re
membered that this war of the press'was, m a measure, justified
by unfortunate family feuds, which, in turn, were fostered, if not
actually incited, by a certain set of lawyers, who, lying in wait,
are ever ready to prey upon the misfortunes of the people.
How, by all of these, the defendants have been brought into pub
lic dishonor and disrepute, while not a single fact of crime to jus
tify a single one of the various charges has ever been advanced
by any journal. Imagine, for a moment, how easy a thing it is
to ruin the usefulness of any person by this system of insinua
tion and innuendo. It is not enough that a person be charged
with murder, hemust be charged with the murder of a particu
lar person, else there is no opportunity for defense, ftps not
enough that the press charge the defendants as prostitutes and
blackmailers. It ought to have charged them with specific cases
of prostitution and with blackmailing certain persons, then
the charges could have been disproved; indeed, if cases were
to be brought before a court, this would be the course they would
take. It would have to be proven that a certain act of prostitu
tion had been committed, or a certain person blackmailed. Are
editors and publishers of this city, and of the country also,
prepared to go before the courts to maintain these charges; to be
put upon this proof ? and if not, can their course be justified ?
Hitherto all those general charges, against which there is no
statute law, have been, disregarded ; but now that a crime, by
law made punishable by imprisonment in the penitentiary, is
charged, it can be no longer overlooked. If the defendants are
uilty of this crime, they ought to be held accountable to the
ehests of the law; but if it exist only in the minds of
editors, who have combined to write them down, then they who
make the charge are as infamous as the defendants would be,
' were they guilty of the crime. And here, and now, it is
announced that this charge is as false as it is infamous, and the various editors of newspapers who have made it are notified that,
unless complete and satisfactory retractions are made within a
reasonable time, legal proceedings will be instituted.
It may be allegecf that the. defendants, as advocates of social
freedom and the abolition of compulsory marriage, are open to
the charges of all social irregularities ..that can be suggested by
a sexually debauched mind. The defendants deny the proposi
tion, and contend that their advocacy of “free-love” has noth
ing whatever to do, either with their sexuality or their spiritual
ity. If sexuality were to be the standard bp which to determine
whether or no a person is a Free-lover, it may safely be put down
that three-fourths of all the male population of cities are “Freelovers.” Ho ! that proposition will not do. It proves too much
—a great deal too much. Indeed, the defendants know that
few of those who have daubed them all over with the slime of
debauchery, could, if judged by that standard, escape the ap
pellation. On the other hand, the defendants know that some
of the most strenuous and earnest advocates of social freedom
are, even in the common acceptance of the term, thp most virtu
ous of people. Hence, tit no more follows, because a person is
an advocate of social freedom and the abolition of marriage,
that he is also a sexual brute, than it follows because a person
is a sexual brute that he is also an advocate of social freedom.
This system of reasoning is equally as fallacious as was that,
which, in the days of Van Buren and Webster, claimed, because
all horse-thieves were Democrats, that, consequently, all Demo
crats were horse-thieves. And yet the ubiquitous, the self-im
portant, the self-elect male portion of humanity travel round
and round in the self-same circle of thought upon every new
issue that comes up for discussion. Will they never, from
experience, learn wisdom ! Hever, until woman is made politi
cally and socially equal to man l Wisdom is the offspring of a
Unity of action between the head and heart. These are respect
ively represented by man and woman, who must- labor in
practical unity before it ever be determined what wisdom is.
nevertheless, the defendant do not wish to be understood as
claiming any specific standard of so-called virtue. What they
do claim for themselves is freedom, and they frankly accord it
to others, holding it is simply .nobody’s business what anybody
eats, drinks, or wears, and just as little who anybody loves, or
how he loves, if the two parties to it are satisfied. In other
words, self-ownership is inalienable, and it can neither be sold,
bartered, or given away. If, however, they made hypocritical
pretensions to a certain standaM of sexual morality, while
secretly practicing according to quite another standard, then it
would become the business of others, whom they should thus
attempt to deceive by their false pretences of virtue. Still they
:' admit, if their lives were upon ~a no more highly developed
. sesuM plan than are the lives of those who amuse themselves ^
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and disgust the public by daubing the defendants with then’ own
their souls as they will, scout at it, denounce it, call it a lie, as
slime, that they would be ashamed to stand before the people
they do—to this complexion at last will every woman be forced
and claim to be social reformers, and would justly deserve to be
to oome.
exposed; and if they felt they were aggrieved by the exposure,
But what of the meantime ?: The defendants answer that they
they would be justified in seeking redress and compelling proof
demand equality of right and of responsibility for both sexes,
by legal proceedings for libel.
and claim that, so long as the^ loss of virginity is field to be a
But if, instead of proceeding for libel, they should procure
; disgrace to unmarried women, it should also equally disgrace
the institution of a prosecution for sending alleged obscene y \ unmarried men; if the mothers of children born out of wedlock
literature through the mails, the alleged obscenity being the
are ostracised, so should their fathers share the same fate ; if a
language used exposing their hypocritical pretensions, and they
life of prostitution is wrong for the woman, so must it also be
should have sufficient influence to subsidize the Court in which
for the man; if women are inspected and recorded under conta
the action- should be brought, and thus resolve the court into a
gious-disease acts, so should men who associate with them be
“Whitewashing Committee” to protect their reputation as
| also inspected and recorded.
“revered citizens being well worth the while of the Government” / i (§ On looking upon it from the standpoint of man, if the man
to “ indicate; and, to continue the farce, should secure an indict: |q debauchee be permitted the entree of respectable society, so
A ment grown, like a mushroom, in a single night, with which to
ff; should the woman with whom he associates ; and if he be persmother an investigation, and should succeed in so smothering ' I mitted to move in such circles, and to marry its daughters, so
it, and, as a consequence, should thus secure the commitment to
ft must she also be permitted to do the same and marry its sons ;
jail of the exposers, where^ by money, intrigue and threats used
i and having married, be equally as respectable as the men who
upon those who should propose to furnish bail, they should
. have married the daughters; and they claim that public theatres,
n succeed in holding the alleged offenders, already adjudged f I hotels and reading-rooms, where men are admitted unquestioned
guilty by the court that had denied them an investigation, “until
i! and without a certificate of character from their ministers^ should
they should rot;”—if all these things should be attempted and , ff also be open to women upon the same terms. Now, is there
^ should succeed, would not the persons made the objects of them
ff anything so unjust, so terribly revolting in these claims as to
be entitled to a change of venue to a court under whose jurisdicII warrant the wide-spread denunciation that has been poured upon
i tion such practices could not obtain ? Would not you grantdlie
ff, the defendants through the medium of the press ? But yet, search
change if it were within your jurisdiction ? And'more, would
l. their writings and their speeches Through and through, and
you not, having granted it, stand by and see that nothing but
: nothing beyond these demands for women can be found. Neverjustice was done in the case ?
ff theless the constant cry of the press has been, “ They are advoOr, again, if they assumed the saintly air of the puritanical ,
4 cates of prostitution and promiscuous sexual intercourse ;” but
sort of virtue to the respectable society into which they had
; i they him the charges back in the teeth of the liars who vend
entree, and, at the same time, were constantly procuring the
: j them, and challenge the production of a single sentence ever _
, seduction of young girls, and thus starting thenf on the road to \ : ) written or spoken by them to substantiate their truth. ^ It would '
'hell, they would deserve to be exposed ; but, if so exposed, and \
: be equally as inconsistent to charge the advocates of political
they had a hundred thousand dollars, and were “ ladAes” \' . 1 freedom as being advocates of ballot-box stuffing as it is to charge
because, “living from the interest of their money,” they would
F the advocates of social freedom as advocates of promiscuousness;
undoubtedly spend it all to crush their exposers and screen ;
b and they who make the latter charge know this. Therefore the
themselves. And nobody would blame .them. Self-protection
' press have built a solid wall of sham morality and bare-faced
is the first law of nature.
hypocrisy between the defendants and the masses of the people
But, if legal prosecution should descend into persecution, aided
whom they seek to reach, smirching them with the slime of
and abetted by the courts, under the influence of money or other
!!. them own pruriency and frightening the people by raising the
influence, then would the persecuted be justified in asking for a
:ff ciy of “thief,” “mad dog,” “small-pox,” and so effectually
change of venue to another court that could not be corrupted. J
that the defendants found it next to impossible to live in New
Perhaps, however, this is anticipating ; but let it be remem- ?
York. No landlord would rent them a house except such as
bered that all these things are possibilities under present sys- j
had been used for prostitution ; they were denied admission to
terns ; the only other things necessary to make them into facts,! ;: . every boarding-house at which they applied ; they were refused
are opportunity and an object. Perhaps both may be shown to . ff./ the hospitality of nearly every first and second-class hotel in the
exist in this instance.
ff ' city ;«their office in Broad street was intrigued away from them,
The defendants had not only become objects of political hate, < [ ' and by merest accident they succeeded in obtaining another^-by their advocacy of political equality for all persons, but also ’ ? ff, their children turned out of every private school, and their own
were feared by those who have managed to secure the possession \ ; t names became a bye-word and reproach on the tongue of almost
of all the wealth of the world, on account of their bold as well,
; } every individual not personally acquainted with them.
as incontrovertible theories of industrial equity, which demon- j - ; t ’ Matters being in this condition the question which Hamlet
strate that cost, instead of supply and demand, should be the
discussed in his famous soliloquy pressed itself upon them and
regulator of price, and that cost consists of two items—-namely, l . s \ would not down. It had to be answered. Were they to quietly
consumption of time and material. These, reduced to a govern-iT ; i submit to this unbearable ostracism and give over the work in
ing industrial rule, maybe stated thus: Equal rights, equal1 ■ ff J behalf of the future of humanity which they had'- set about to ;
opportunities, and equal compensation for all persons of both
: f perform ?—a work in which they were engaged, not as the press
ff l have asserted for mere notoriety5 s sake, but because they believed
sexes.
In the persistent advocacy of this doctrine, as foreshadowed
!f it to be a part of them mission on earth, which, though it brought ,
in the Academy of Music speech, entitled ‘ ‘ The Impending
Li! sorrow, trial, affliction, poverty and disgrace, they did not feel ;
Revolution,” which drew an audience of 8,200 inside the house
; t * at liberty to avoid. And yet, unless they could burst the bar- j
and 10,000 outside, the monopolists of wealth, which is the pro- ff ff tier of mock modesty, sham morality, of damning hypocrisy, ■
duct of labor, saw danger ahead; and certain influential y
which shut them out from the public, it were useless to wear .
journals, taking the cue from the New York organ of the bond- jy ' out their lives in nothingless strife. No ordinary means would :
holders, immediately discovered that the defendants were danger- f || accomplish this. The most terrific resources at their command,
ous people, given to stirring up feuds between labor and capital, f . ff! which it seems had been almost providentially committed to
and ought to be suppressed as public nuisances ; in fact, that
ffT their care for this emergency, would necessarily be brought into
they were the “foolish virgins '’ of the present generation, f iff requisition. It was a terrible exigency with which to contend.
whose “lamps were without oil;” but it is to be observed, that, 1 5 % But they did not hesitate. They launched the ponderous bombwhether or not their lamps lack oil, they nevertheless con- | ff ff shell, and its explosion startled the whole world from its lethtinue to burn, and to illumine the minds of those who labor | : }t argy and caused it to stand terrified or appalled, scarcely believall their lives long, building ^ pyramids of gold for the Astors, $ . ' lug the fact before it that the terrific deed had been done.
the Stewarts and the Vanderbilts. Thus another portion of the / [
« And there was hastening to and fro _
;
And gathering fear and signals of distress,
community—the “upper ten”—was arrayed against the defend
And cheeks all pale which, hut an hour before,
ants by their efforts to alleviate the condition of the “Lower.
' Had blushed at praise of their own loveliness—”
million.” But this did not complete the measure of their
a nervous, spasmodic coming together and consultation as to
alleged iniquities. They even .dared to lay their polluted hands
what shonld be done. Never was the question ‘ ‘ What shall we
—so said the press—upon the sacred institution of marriage, - s/-;
for the purpose of tearing away the foundation of society, so ;f ,1 ' ff; do to be saved55 asked more anxiously, or replies to it grasped ;
that it should fall in pieces ; just as though it were not better to V i ff more as if life itself hung in the* balance. And the following '
brilliant programme was decided upon :
take the institution down by piecemeal, warning the inmates of j
its approaching destruction, rather than to continue to “patch ^ ff| Xt is generally known that in certain circles of society there are! persons who are called “stool pigeons.5*5 Well, there was one ,
it,” calling it sound, until its foundations should become so ?
| of these specimens required to take the initiatory step in this i
rotten as to tumble it in a grand crash, involving the whole 1
people in ruins. Can there be any doubt in any reasonable 1 1 ; programme. As might be supposed, that exemplary body of
mind as to which is the wiser method ? The defendants answer No! ] ff Lindividuals known as the Young Men’s (Christian Association v
But what further “horrible and revolting social theories” have | i ff had one on hand and in working order—as sanctimoniou s a '
the defendants advocated that have brought upon them the ven- : I | looking individual as can be found in the City of New York—
ff ff one who, if such a thing be possible, would deceive the “very
geance of still another class in the community? They have
: ■ elect ” by his saint-like face. In short, he carries conviction in
claimed that woman should be emancipated from sexual slavery
) Ms very look. It is said that when he appears in the Broadway
—that is, that the social system should be so amended that no
concert saloons, where he goes, ostensibly to find the venders of
woman would ever even be tempted, much less compelled, to ;
obscene pictures, but, perhaps really, to drink beer from: pretty
barter her sex either for a permanent home or for temporary sup- l
port. It is futile to attempt to escape the fact that stares every f 5; • waiters, there is always an evident and general desire to install ny
unite in prayer; and it has been seriously considered, whether
woman squarely in the face; that, if it were not for her sex, she 1
would be obliged to obtain her livelihood outside the duties of , 1 ! the better way to abate those nuisances, is not to secure the;
-> the wife, the pleasures of the mistress, or the horrors of the I. | % attendance of more of th ese living examples of purity, in'the ^
prostitute. Seek to evade it as they may, attempt to hide it from ^ ^ i hope that the influence which they exert may become con- .
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tagious, spreading in the souls of the inmates of these places,
and rescuing them from the downward paths to ruin. Oh,
Christian Comstock ! cease not thy labors ! let no fear of scan
dal permit you from persistently following up this great work
of redemption thou hast so well begun, and great will be your
reward !
Having been appointed generalissimo to conduct the cam- ^
paign, this individual of fertile resources soon began operations.
He dispatched a courier, some would say a spy, into the camp
of “The .Woodhull” to secure some of the “villainous’5 stuff
that was being discharged from the camp in constant streams,
carrying consternation and dismay in all directions. Having
secnred some, of the stuff, and, to avoid suspicion, having it pre
pared for the mail, with strict injunctions that it should be
dispatched insmnzer? he then, unsuspected, made good his
escape. When this package arrived at the Post-office,v the Gen
eral’ s emissaries being there, pounced upon and secnred it, and
carried it off in triumph. The official report of this encounter
says there were no lives lost, and but little blood uselessly
spilled. With this damning evidence that Uncle Sam’s mails
had been outrageously polluted, the General at once reported
progress, and repaired to the quarters of Commissioner Osborn,
of the United States District Court, where, by the aid of Assist
ant District Attorney Gen. Davies, the plan for the capture of
the offender© was consummated ; and from this point the strateic operations of Comstock were succeeded by those of General
>avies.
The defendants soon discovered that there had been a spy in
the camp, and immediately began preparations to receive the
enemy; but he did not appear until Saturday, November 2,
1872, when lie found his prey absent. They, hearing of the call
made, and fearing the ability of the enemy to ascertain their
whereabouts, considerately hunted him up, and, finding him,
invited him to a seat in their carriage, requesting to be shown
the way to the great Hall of State where Justice sits enthroned.
The invitation to a seat, however, was slightly misunderstood,
since, instead of accepting a seat on the carriage, fi e incontinently
plumped himself squarely on their laps—a feat of politeness
which belongs to a class so.highly refined and, withal, excep
tional, that it has never been tne pleasure of the defendants to
reach. But this unexpected circumstance did not prevent an
arrival at the court. 'The defendants had been taught when
young, to * have, and had always retained, a sort of reverential
awe, amounting nearly to worship! for a United States Court.
Their conception of it conveyed the idea that it was the sa-nctum
sanctorum—the holy of holies, into which, if a person enter, once
a year, sanctification for their sins would surely follow. There
it was, they imagined, the blinded goddess of justice stood, with
her nicely balanced scales, at all times ready to weigh and de
cide so evenly between the tUo opposing sides, that a hair’s
weight added.to either, shonld incline the scales.
Imagine the disgust of the defendants, when, instead of being
ushered into the presence of their poetic ideal of the great hall
of justice, they found themselves before a set of officials as
nearly like most other men as two peas are nearly alike. ‘ But
their reverence for the ideal was transported into admiration for
the wisdom displayed by the Court and the zeal of the repre
sentative of the people, which, though perhaps sometimes out
running discretion, ^ was of that peculiar order that reminded
the defendants of a justly celebrated case, where, there being no de
fense, the attorney showed his ability by substituting for a defense
a blackguarding of Ms opponent. This, reversed as to prosecu
tion and defense, and, on the part of the prosecution, asubstitu- ' ,
tion of a single “revered citizen” for the great people whom it '
was alleged the defendants had outraged, and the cases are
almost identical. But this will appear as the case develops.
After the case had been called, and an adjournment till Mon
day, at one o’clock,, decided upon, the zealous representative
before alluded to delivered himself of the following oratorical
peroration and presentation of the case, in both of which senses
it is commended to all future students of the profession, as un
approachable in its beauty of diction and strictness of ap
plication:
“I shall ask,” said the learned representative, “that the pre
cedent followed in other similar cases be upheld; that is, ten"
thousand dollars bail in each case, with two sureties to justify ,
in that amount. This is a grave and serions offense.” (Think of ;
it for a moment; it is not only a grave offense, but it is also a |
serious one. A wise distinction of difference, truly a wise dis-# i
Mnction.) He continued : “ It is an offense that has in the past §
done the greatest harm and inj ury to th© community. ’ ’ (Mark you,
he said, harm and injury. The grave offense against the people
was not only also serious, but it piled on the agony by heaping
injury upon harm on the community. Oh! most wise repre- 4
sentative.) “ The circumstances of this case,” he went on to say, !?
“ were circumstances of the most aggravated character. Not
only have the _ defendants circulated an obscene publication
through the mails, but they have been guilty of a most abomi
nable and unjust charge against one of the purest and best citizens
in this .State, or in the United States ; and they have, as far as Q
possible, aggravated the offense by a'malicious and gross libel
upon the character of this gentleman, whose character it is well
worth the Government of the United States to vindicate. I
therefore ask, under the circumstances, that bail be fixed in each i
case,at ten thousand dollars.”
•
■
The defendants, not being mad© to exactly understand, by the
logic of the representative, how he proposed to vindicate the ..
ohiiffer of a private individual by prosecuting them for
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counsel, that it seemed to them a rather remarkable proceeding
to attempt to load the case with a proposition to vindicate the
reputation of a revered citizen whose name is implicated by the
alleged obscene language. These were tw© separate and entirely
unrelated cases, Over at least one of whiclr' the Court has no
possible jurisdiction. Why, then, should it be brought into the
case in whieh the Court nas jurisdiction, for the' purpose of
making it appear necessary to exact a large amount of bail ? It
was an extraordinary, it might safely be said an unprecedented,
proceeding, for a Uliited States court to volunteer to defend the
reputation of a gentlemen who does not even appear in the court
to#ask it. The Government has neither authority nor right to
thus interfere with the affairs of one of its citizens. If he desire
to take action on an alleged libel, he must proceed in the courts
of the State. The bail in this case should be determined by the
character of the case over which the Court has jurisdiction. It
cannot pretend to hold the defendants in bail for the alleged
libel. The Court is, therefore, requested to separate in its mind
these two cases, and fix the bail at a reasonable sum for the case
into which it is to proceed to an examination on Monday.
W hether or no the Court saw the absurdity of the position into
which the zealous representative had placed the prosecution, bail
was fixed in the sum of eight thousand dollars, with two sureties
in each case to justify in double that amount: that is, the Court
demanded' persons representing sixty-four thousand dollars, an
they were required to be free-holders of the. city of New York.
In default of bail the defendants were committed to Ludlow
street Jail, and on Monday, at the appointed Jbmir, appeared
and demanded an examination. And now occurred another re
markable part of this case. The investigation to see if there
were probable cause to hold them for trial was denied. Fright
ened at the appearance the case had assumed when it was found
that the “ revered citizen” could not be made a part of it, and
without that upon which to spread his oratorical wings for a*
heavenward flight, knowing it was lost, he, General Davies, in
the short space of time between Saturday at half-past two
o’ clock and Monday at noon, had incontineiitly rushed before
the grand jury to procure an indictment; and it must be sup
posed, since its deliberations are secret, pleaded something after
the following fashion: Frantically flourishing a IYoodhiill
Claflix ’Weekly of November 2, he said : I have got a couple
of women in jail for publishing this vile paper. They are to
have an examination on Monday, at one o’ clock. 'They must
not have that examination. If they do the case will fall through,
and they will get out of. jail, and then what will become of our
revered citizens. For God’s sake and for their sake come to my
rescue, and grind out an indictment with which to smother tills
examination. Do not stand upon the order of doing it, but do
it at once. It is enough to say he got it. The defendants were
again committed to jail, to wait a trial-which may be^ put off
and off one, twoi or more years, if it so please the Court. The
defendants thinmt safe to say that this is the first insta nee in
the history of this Government where moral cowardice and
modem hypocrisy have entered a United Spates court and con
trolled its action. "Well may the people ask, Who may be the
next victim ?
The defendants do not wish to be understood as objecting to any regularly instituted legal proceedings, based upon a real
cause and conducted in The interests of justice upon the facts;
but when courts of justice, under the influence, either of private
malice, pecuniary corruption, or of a public opinion, vitiated by
the exhalations and influence of modern hypocrisy, become the
instruments of individual persecution, then, asylmerican citizens,
possessing the inalienable right tt> liberty find the pursuit of
happiness, they do object, and from such courts they claim the
^ right of appeal.
Thus far, the impleaded have retained the character of de
fendants, into which, in a small way, they have been thrust by
the courts. But now the bail which they were prepared to offer when arrested, but wMch was then refused, to wit: eight thou
sand dollars, with one surety justifying in double the amount,
’having been accepted by tile United States andffhey discharged ■’
thereupon, with the hope that somebody has had some satisfac
tion in keeping them four weeks in Ludlow-street Jail, they pro- ;
pose to assume the character of j)laintiffs*and*to proceed with
their work agaiiBt modern hypocrisy and moral cowardice.
* Indeed, the so-called prosecution in which they have been
made to appear as cMendants, is in reality—in the larger and
truer sense—the attehijfled defense of those two monstrous
iniquities, against the increasing tide of moral courage and in
dependent lives which threaten their opponents with certain
destruction.
If the suits that have 'fen instituted, both in the United
' States and State Courts are merely to obtain justice, whence, let
it be asked, comes the necessity for the prosecuting witness in
one case toffeel obliged to spend a hundred thousand dollars to
secure the conviction of the defendants ? and in the other to be
backed up by a quarter of a million, and the determination of
individuals to pursue them to the death ? Is not the machinery
of the courts in the pay of the people ample to secure the de
mands of justice
Upon whom is all this money and influence
to be spent? Are there judges, proseenting attornies, jurors
and a public-press to be bought ? If this be the meaning of jus
tice as administered by courts, the plaintiffs submit that it were
better-tb abolish the courts, do away with pretensions and come
down to the real -point at once—-to that, as to which party can
command the more money.
.
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it may be the whole people the next day. AFot only is the free
dom of the press threatened by the present prosecution, but so
also is the freedom of speech and of the discussion of all reform
atory subjects. Five thousand newspapers stand or fall with
them ; nevertheless the plaintiffs are left to fight the battle al
most alone, them contemporaries, heedless of their own endan
gered rights, even hounding on the persecution. Moreover, the
plaintiffs have good reason for believing that this act of emi
gres of June 8th, 1872, regarding the transmission of obscene
literature through the mails, was obtained for the express purpose
of being used against the Woodhull & Claflix’s Weekly, on
account of the freedom with which the social question is dis
cussed; and having special reference to the bombshell of No
vember 2d, which was not wholly unexpected by the parties
involved. There are now within the United States seven hun
dred clergymen who have been dismissed the church for lecher
ous conduct among the lambs of the flocks over which they pre
sided as shepherds. Every one of these cases has been the
rounds of the papers ; but who has ever heard of one of them
being suppressed for the publication of obscene literature, or
for sending it through the mails ? Ah! but the District Attor
ney informs the public that this instance is a “ very aggravated
case,” the object of it being “ one of the purest citizens of this
country.” Is it to be understood from this, that the protecting
shield of the Government is to be thrown around the magnates
of the churches—the great shepherds—while the lesser lights
are to be considered beyond its pale, as not ‘ ‘ worth the while of
the Government to vindicate,” being, vulgarly speaking, too small
potatoes to save 1 The plaintiffs venture to suggest, that it looks
very much as if this is the meaning of the course taken by the
Government in this case.
Do the people remember a certain convention, held at Cincin
nati, not long since, for the express purpose of devising ways
and means to secure the injection of God into the Constitution,
and who were the promoters of the scheme 3 and that the plain
tiffs, upon the other extreme, have labored to secure the injection
of the whole people into the Constitution ? Do they remember
the persecutions of the Mormons, instigated by that portion of
the Protestant church to which the President belongs \ Do they
remember the untiring efforts of the churches to secure the reelection of Gen. Grant, and that since his re-election, > how
quietly his friends are broaching, not only the idea of a third
term, but even of a life-tenure ? Put this and that together, and
then put them all with the fact that the Government secured the
passage of an act, under which any recalcitrant public journal
may be suppressed, and the people may begin to catch glimpses
of what all these things mean. They mean the dictatorship, if
not, indeed, the empire, built upon God in the Constitution
and General Grant as His earthly vicegerent. The plaintiffs may
be caked insane, as it is gently hinted in some quarters that they
are; they may be consigned to an asylum, for which'plotsare
sow being concocted ; but for aU that they will continue to ex
ercise the right of free speech, to publish a free journal, and to
attack hypocrisy, even when enthroned on the high seats of the
synagogue ; and if the people will permit them to be crushed
out for doing these things, then are they, indeed, unworthy of
liberty; then, indeed, do they deserve to have the iron heel of
religious despotism again placed upon their necks.
But even these tendencies to despotism on the part* of the
authorities are not so ominous as the lethargy, the stupor of
the people. The blight of moral cowardice seem to have settled
over them and mildewed ak their noble impulses. They stand
ouietly by and witness the most outrageous abuses of power,
and dare not venture to suggest that they are American citizens.
In the presence of a supposed public opinion, which they know
to be a libel upon freedom and manhood, they dare not have the
courage of their opinions. The plaintiffs' know thousands of
people in the city of New York, who hold precisely similar
opinions to themselves upon the political, industrial and social
questions ; but in the recent coup they did not dare to show
themselves at the front. They leave the few to fight, their bat
tles, but when the victory shall be gained, they will shout at
the tops of their voices, “Didn’t I tek you so ! I knew we
should win ! Haven’t we achieved a glorious victory!” This
crowd of poltroons and cowards permitted the plaintiffs to be
four weeks in Ludlow-street Jail, when they knew they were
there for fighting in the cause of popular freedom. Some of
them even had the effrontery, the impudence, to send them
word: to be faithful sisters. We know what you are doing for
the cause, but please don’t mention my name. I wouldn’t, for
the world, have it known that I sympathize with you. I should
be ostracized, my business injured—aye, I might even be
charged with having been in league with you.”
. The defendants confess surprise at the abject moral cowardice
that has been developed, and that they almost despair for hu
manity. Can it be possible, that after ak, this people is a race
of dogs, who, when Madam Rumor, Mrs. Grundy or public
opinion speaks, sneak away like whipped curs, not daring to
show their heads or to claim their souls as their own until the
special danger is passed. Alas ! alas! that it should be neces
sary to summon the spirit of Rienzi to repeat to this people his
famous address to the Romans ; or that of Patrick Henry to
rouse them into a sense of their condition.
But, to come to the merits of the case. It is charged that the
Weekly of November 2d is an obscene, indecent and vulgar
paper. Commissioner Osborn says the Government holds it to
be so. He, however, carefully avoided indicating the specific
parts upon which that position was predicated, but hinted that
the paper, as a whole, was obscene. It is now proposed to select
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such passages from the Weekly as it seems, that charge must
be based upon, and to compare them with similar passages se-1
lected from the Holy Bible. Certainly the Agent of the Young
Men’s Christian Association for the Suppression of Obscene
Literature cannot consistently prosecute the editors of the
Weekly for the use of language which, when compared with
some that is contained in‘the Bible, would be considered chaste
ness itself ! Without descending to the really indecent portions
of the Holy Book, such selections will be made as seem to bear
a parallel to the language contained in the suppressed Weekly
that, standing by itself, approaches to obscenity.
The quotation from the affidavit, of Mr. L. C. Chakis, upon
which orders of arrest were issued, and which constitute a
part of the proceedings of the examination of Colonel Blood
before Justice Fowler, and which was previously published at
length in the New York Herald, and which Chakis alleges was
published in the Weekly, is, it has been stated,, one of the spe
cial passages upon which the theory of obscenity is based. Turn *
ing to Deuteronomy, xxii. chap., the fokowing record is found :
“ 15. Then shall the father of the damsel and her mother take
and bring forth the token of the damsel’s virginity unto the
elders of-the city in the gate ;
“ 16. And the damsel’s father shak say unto the elders, I gave
my daughter unto this man and he hateth her;
17. And yet these are the tokens of my daughter’s virginity.
And they shak spread the cloth before the elders.”
Now is there any essential difference between the two cases—
the one from the Weekly and the other from the Bible ? And
if the last is not obscene, indecent and vulgar, how can Cornstock, Government % Co. make it appear that the Weekly is so ?
Comment is superfluous.
But if they assign the obscenity to the article in the Weekly,
which, as General Davies charged, “ outrageously and. falsely
accused a person whom the Government must protect, it is be^
lieved a parakel case, even to this., can be found. Of course you
have ak read the Weekly on this case, which inakes it unne
cessary to spend your time in quoting from it. But its parakel
from the Bible will be found in 2d Samuel, at xi. chap., and
from the 2d to 25th verses :
“And it came to pass in an evening-tide, that David arose
from off his bed, and walked upon the roof of the king’s house;
and from the roof he saw a woman washing herself; and the
woman was very, beautiful to look upon.
“ 3. And David sent and inquired after the woman. And one
said, Is not this Bathsheba, the daughter of Eliam, the wife of
Uriah the Hittite %
“4. And David sent messengers and took her, andvshe came in
unto him, and he lay with hej; (for she was purified from her
uncleanness ;) and she returned unto her house.
“5. And the woman conceived, and sent and told David, and
said, I am with chkd.
“ 14. And David wrote a letter to Joab,
“15. Saying, Set ye Uriah in the forefront of the hottest battle,
and retire ye from him, that he may be smitten, and die.
“26. And when the wife of Uriah heard that Uriah, her hus
band, was dead, she mourned for her husband.
£ ‘ 27. And when the mourning was past, David sent and fetched
her to his house, and she became his wife, and bore him a son.”
Again, is there any essential difference between the account in
the Weekly and that from the Bible \ Moreover, it shonld also
be remembered that David, so the same Bible says, was a man
“ after Gpd’s own heart.” And yet if God ever condemned him
for this deed it is not so set down in the Bible.
It wik also be remembered that the wisest man, Solomon, to
whom God showed especial favors, was also given, not a little,
to women. We learn from the holy writ, at 1st Kings, xi. chap.,
5th verse, that:
“1. King Solomon loved many strange women.”
And it continues:
“ 8. And he had seven hundred wives and three hundred con
cubines.”
It must not be thought that these are exceptional passages
from the Bible. There are hundreds, aye thousands, of others.
In a word, the Old Testament, much of which, it is claimed in
the book itself, is the direct and infakible Word of God, is
full of parakel and even much more indelicate not to say
obscene, indecent and vulgar passages. Everybody must be
famikar with the story of Abraham, Sarai, and Hagar, recorded
in thexvi. chap, of Genesis ; and of that of Lot and his daughters,
which, by the way, especially if connected with that of Ammon
and Tamar, the first recorded in the xix. chap, of Genesis, and
the last in the xiii. chap, of 2d Samuel, is a much better vindi
cation of Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe’s exposure of the Byron
incest case khan any that has ever been given by her. Then
there is the story of the Sodomites, xix. chap, of Genesis, in
which Lot was also mixed up ; and that of Jndah, Onan, and
Tamar, in the xxxviii. chap, of the same book; and of Joseph
and Potipher in the same, xxxix. chap. Then, again, there is
that part of xx. chap, of Leviticus, beginning at 15th verse;
the whole of xvi. chap, of Ezekiel, and the xv. chap, of Leviti 
cus. Moreover, there is a very bad confession made by David
in the xxxviii. Psalm, which, if not obscene, it wik be exceed
ingly difficult to find anything anywhere that is obscene.
These references to the Bible are made out of no disrespect to
that venerable book. When the c@unck of Nice voted it to be
the veritable, the infallible and only Word of God to man,
they undoubtedly excluded, among the great mass of sacred
writings, a great deal that, even to Protestantism, would have
proved unpalatable. But they are made to show that these
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latter-day Christians are nothing but the most consnmmate
hypocrites, condemning in their own day and generation the very
things which they affect to believe were taught by God through
His Word to man in ancient days. They affect to belChristians;
and yet thtsir lives are aflat contradiction to it—are a living lie to
the doctrines taught by the lovely Nazarene, than whom, if he
lived, as claimed by the Bible, there was never a more beautiful
character. Gladly do the plaintiffs sit at His feet to learn
wisdom. Christ commanded, didn’t advise, He commanded, His
followers, Not to lay up treasures on earth, where moth and
rust do corrupt and where thieves break through and steal; but
to lay up for themselves treasures in heaven. For,” he added,
“ where the treasure is there will the heart be also.” Is there
any doubt where the hearts of most professing Christians are to
day ? And yet they make a most terrific noise because some
body is about to show them up, not as Christians, but as what
they really are—Shams who have stolen the livery of Christ in
which to serve the Devil of their own natures. Here is a wager
for these frauds. The plaintiffs will take the several volumes of
the Woodhull & Claflin Weekly and show more ,of the
teachings of Christ therein advocated, and prove it by their own
Bible, than can be found in all the sermons of Mr. Beecher or
any other during his whole ministerial career. And what is
more, they know it, and dare not accept the gauntlet here thrown
down. The whole so-called Christian civilization is a base fraud,
an imposition upon the intelligence of any man, woman, or even
child, who dares to think and has the courage to maintain that
thought. The simple, yet sublime, doctrines attributed to Christ,
but which" everybody who has investigated, knows were bor
rowed from earlier teachers, will live forever; but the sham, the
mock Christianity of to-day—the infernal system of modern
Hypocrisy—will not survive the present decade.
■ It was stated, not long since, in the London papers, that the Christians
of that godly city were terribly exercised over a number of heathens who ^
had there takemup their abode. They were fearful of the influence of these *
heathen upon their religion, since in every respect, except that they did
■ not believe in the Christian God and Christ, for, as they said, they had
both a better God and a better Christ than the Christians had, they
were more honest, more truthful and better practical Christians than
were the Christians themselves. And yet millions of dollars are annually
spent to convert such people to modern hypocrisy. The churches of
New York have a great yearning for the children of the heathen, and
make constant demands upon their supporters for money to spend in
their behalf ; but they utterly forget the fifty thousand poor children of
their own city, who are only half fed, clothed or sheltered, and never
schooled; and who grow up in vice and crime, born, reared and educated
to be criminals by the present social system; and then by it are thrust into
prison to pay the penalties of its own stupidity. No wonder Christ cried
out, C£ Oh, Jerusalem, Jerusalem, thou that stoneth and killeth the pro
phets! How often would I have gathered thee together, as a hen
gathereth her chickens, and yc. would not!” No one can doubt that,
should a Christ appear in New York, going about with publicans, sinners
and harlots; as Jesus did, and teaching1 just as He taught, the authorities
would have him arrested for a common vagrant and sent to Blackwells
Island. And yet, drop into any of the Christian temples of a Sunday,
and by the word of mouth the ancient Christ is deified. Keafly, “ dis
tance lends enchantment to the view ” in this case as well as in other
cases.
The question is often asked: But why make expositions of what so
ciety pretends to condemn? Why uncover it to the gaze of the world?
The answer to this is, that the general good of society demands a con
tinuous improvement in its mental, moral and physical condition. The
plaintiffs are engaged in a revolution to promote a better, higher and
purer social condition, as antecedent and necessary to any permanent im
provement in intellect and morals. They claim that, to. improve society,
it is necessary, as a foundation for all reform, to beget and rear better
children; that, to accomplish this, the present social system must be en
tirely remodeled ; child-bearing to be made a choice instead of, not as it
now too frequently is, compulsory on the part of the mother; and
that one of the first steps of the revolution must be to make women free
and independent first, just as the first step for the colored slave was
to make bim free, and afterward came their independence, as a matter of
necessity. The same system of warfare that was used against that slav
ery, is also legitimate as used against this more subtle slavery of the sex.
Its abuses, its hypocrisies and its horrors, must be attacked, and the ear
nest reformer will not hesitate to drive his lancet into every social
carbuncle that comes under his observation.
But it can be justified by an entirely different argument. -The univer
sal practice in all things outside of social disorders, is to point out
danger; to warn the ignorant and the unwary; to hang lamps at the pitfalls; to label poison as poison, and to run out the small-pox flag. Now,
applyAhis practice to social diseases, and the unmasking ""of every hypo
crite, the exposure of every one who makes it his business to start girls
on the downward road to shame and destruction, is justified; aye, not
merely justified, but demanded as a duty. It is of no use for people to
longer attempt to fool themselves or to fool each other. They all know
that the society which, externally, makes pretensions to spotlessness, is,
inwardly, full of all manner of uncleanliness. Hypocrisy is the safeguard
of this condition; when it is attacked, they who most need it as a screen,
make the most frantic appeals for its protection.
Imagine, for a moment, what would be the result were the inside—the
behind the scenes—life of every man and woman exposed to public view.
One of two things would necessarily have to be: either society would
strive to justify the conditions, or the people would have to change their
lives. Do the plaintiffs require a more complete justification than either
of these .answers give them? They hold that it is more honorable, and that
they who profess it are less dangerous to society, as habitues of
Greene street, than stealing into houses of assignation, double-veiled, un
der cover of the night, and at the same time long-faced, praying
Christians, and loud-mouthed denouncers of prostitution. The first being
known cannot endanger anybody, while the secret villainies of the last,
may poison a whole neighborhood of unsuspecting persons; for it must
be known there is a moral as well as a physical atmosphere, which these

secret pools of sexual filth vitiate, and poison, as concealed- pools of
material filth vitiate and poison the physical atmosphere. The people do
not wonder that they who live in the neighborhood of stagnant pools of
water and decaying vegetable matter, have fever and ague. But they ,
wonder that so many have moral fever and ague, and would wonder still
more if it were known how many have dumb moral ague. A running
stream distils no contagion from its ripples, but stagnation, secrecy and
covertness, let it be where it may, poisons everything within reach of its
influence. Nor should this be construed into justification of public pros
titution, for it is not that by any means. But it does mean that, what
ever a person really is, it is best for himself and society to be known as
that and not as something else, which he is not. So long as an opposite
theory holds and is practiced by the people, so long will they do, behind
the scenes, what they would not do if compelled to appear with it before
the world. It will be remembered that Christ said, c< There is nothing
secret that shall not be made known; nothing hidden that-shall not be
revealed.” Do Christians—does Plymouth Church believe that? The
plaintiffs affirm it ■ to be their belief, grounded by a long and earnest in
quiry into the subject, that, if parents and conservators of social morals
would have the growing generation better than the present, they should
make use of every means * to inform it of the existence of all forms of
moral and social vice, so that they shall be warned regarding them. To
attempt to hide them, as is now the custom, is to leave children in con
stant danger of either walking blindly or of being entrapped into them.
Is it for a moment to be supposed that so many could live and grow
rich as procuresses if every girl were fully informed regarding their vil
lainous traffic ? Every time your ignorant daughters go into the streets
of New York alone they are in danger of being enticed by some richlydressed lady into her den, where chloroform or some other drug prepares
her for ruin ; the <£ respectable citizen” pays the fiend in woman’s form
the agreed five hundred dollars, and the work is completed. The gentle
man returns to respectable society ; is the honored guest at receptions,
dinners and soirees ; flirts with his lady friends ; but boasts of his deed
to his intimate male acquaintances, whom he introduces to his victim.
She, however, returns no more to her accustomed place. She learns too
late, what she should have been taught before, that she has been entrap
ped, impressed into a road leading to damnation from which there is
neither returning backward or escaping forward. Maddened at her situ
ation, she plunges recklessly into all forms of dissipation to drown her
sorrow and to escape insanity. Down, down, down she goes, step by
step, through all the grades of social ruin, and finally brings up in the
lowest degradation in the Baxter streets of our cities, from whence it is
either to jail, the madhouse or the Potter’s field.
^
One hundred thousand beautiful, yo-ung, trusting girls, just budding
into womanly strength and loveliness, the pride of mothers, the joy of
fathers and the blessing of society, are every year snatched from
their homes and, by these respectable and reputable gentlemen, sent upon
their mission of misery. Is it not time that something should be done to
stop this sorrowful thing ? How can they who have daughters quietly
shrug their shoulders and say it is no business of mine ? The ignorance
or indifference of parents upon this question is enough to make the very
stones to cry out in anguish against them. It is their business. It is the
business of humanity, if the terrific blasts of cowardice and hypocrisy
which are sweeping over the land have left , that sentiment in the human
breast. In the name of that humanity, here and now resolve, either that
this scourge upon woman shall stop, or that continuing, the daughter
shall not be the victim, but stand in society beside tlie man, and, like him,, —
be respected and honored.
/
But who are they that are in danger from the plaintiff’s advocacy of
social reform, as it is loftily paraded in the columns of the daily city
press they are ? Is it the young women to whom reference has been
made? oris it any other honorable class of women? No! both you
and they know better. Is it the honest, moral, laboring masses of men ?
No ! They, when appealed to, gladly hear the honest and earnest discus
sion of all subjects, and accord the right of free discussion.
Who is it, then, that tremble when it is proposed to drag these things
to the light of God’s sunshine so that they may become purified ? It is
the old hoary-headed sensualist, who by his ten years of prostitution has
become thoroughly demoralized, and who requires the active stimulus of
youth, beauty and purity to rouse his passions. It is your high-salaried
officials, who, suddenly raised from comparative poverty, rush into all the
fast practices that money, easily got,* can purchase. It is your legisla
tors who, as in the case of Lottie Stanton, reduce themselves to the level of
brutes, to beat the life out of women, and who support handsome mis
tresses in splendid style at u fashionable boarding-houses.” It is your
police officials, whose mistresses are the keepers of houses of prostitution,
and who share the profits arising from woman’s degradation. It is your
editors of powerful journals, who, nightly returning from their “ rounds
of exercise,” write pattern articles on morality, and [denounce woman
agitators as they who would uproot the foundations of society. It is these
classes, whom the people have intrusted with the functions of govern
ment and who wield the powerful machinery of public opinion, who stand
in danger frorq. the agitation of the social question. And is it to be won
dered at that, as a single man, all these should combine to crush out a
journal which proposes to wage war upon the infamies of the social sys
tem and to resort to all legitimate war measures to force consideration of
them ?
But they, and their agents, the agent of the Young Men’s Christian
Association for the suppression of obscene literature, Plymouth Church,
Government & Co., through them, are here and now notified that this
discussion, this warfare, will be continued ; that the old, worn-out, rotten
social system will be torn down, plank by plank, timber after timber,
until place is given to a, new, true and beautiful structure, based upon
freedom, equality and justice to all—to women as well as men; the results
of which can be 'nothing else than physical health, intellectual honesty
and moral purity.
This shall be done in the columns of the Weekly if the liberty of the
press is not crushed beneath the heel of despotism that is raised to destroy
it; butifthis.be accomplished, then will the plaintiffs go from city to
city, and from town to town, the whole country over—from the pine for
ests of Maine to the gold mountains of California; and from the wheat
fields of the sources of the"Mississippi to the ricqplantations of Florida—
and sow the seed of social revolution, which, springing up, shall sweep
the despots like chaff before the fan from their thrones built upon the liber
ties of the people. Stop their press they may; but their tongues, never !
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Like Zenger we have-published truths that were unpaid
FREEDOM, OF THE PRESS IH aHEW YORK, debaucheijy, which the adversary always has on hand, and table to certain individuals who “profess humanity and god
with
which
he
is
ever
ready
to
daub.
FOLLOWED BY THE SUPPRESSION OF
liness,” and like Zenger we too have been thrown into
As a chief means of propaganda, let the Weekly be* prison, denied a preliminary examination that Mm might
FREE
SPEECH
IH
BOSTOH.
ordered at our new club sales, to the extent of all the funds prove our innocence of the charges against us; bail fixed at
Just as we were going to press, the following dispatch was that can he raised, not only for friends, but for distribution. an exorbitant amount, and all the machinery of the goveiyiThis distribution, as our readers well know, was carried on ment set in motion to crash out ourselves and our newspa
received from our agent:
by us; but our means to do this have now been exhausted. per. Like Zenger we still retain our integrity, and when
“Boston, December 20, 1872.
We ask the people to take this part of the burden from our
“Victoria C. Woodhull,
the laws of our’ countiy are administered without the inter
shoulders and cany it themselves. And where organization ference of the servile officers who control the preliminary
48 Broad street, H. Y.
“The Governor, Chief of Police and City Council, say is impossible, because of want of numbers, let -individuals proceedings; when ayc appear before a court and. jury of our
take up the work and, push it as.rapidly and as far as possi countrymen; Avhen we are afforded the opportunity of prothat you and Tennie shall not speak in Boston.
ble. Let those who now receive one paper, order another. senting our case to the people and the court, then too, like
“Wm. F. Phillips.”
If all the friends in the country will work as earnestly and Zenger, will the verdict be, not only of those in the jury-box
On account of this outrage, and since it may be carried so
as faithfully in their respective spheres as we sluSl work in but of the entire human race, “Hot guilty.”
far as to prevent the delivery of her speech ki Boston, we,
our
sphere, the Weekly may have a circulation of a half
have laid over a great deal of important matter, to give room
To our old friends who have stood by us in our misfortune
million within a year.
to the speech which was to have been made in Music Hall,
and to our new friends, and they are many, whom our per
Ho
friend
of
progressive
ideas
can
afford
to
be
without
the
on Monday evening, 23d inst. We say: “Woe unto ye
Weekly. It is the only absolutely free paper in the world, secutions have made for us, we can only say be patient and
Scribes, Pharisees and Hypocrites !”
besides it will be the only paper in which reliable accounts let our future actions speak the thanks* we cannot now find
may be found of the progress of the revolution which is now words to express; but to our enemies and luke-warm friend,«
VIC'BORIA C. WOODHULL
who only approach us out of fear, we say—
in reality inaugurated and a bearing upon that revolution—
Will speak in Cooper Institute, on Tuesday everting, of the important trials which must take place within the
“ Stand back, yc Philistines !
January 7, 1873, at 8 o’clock, upon the
Bract-ice what yc preach to me !
coming year. Hever before has there an opportunity pre
I heed ye not, for I know ye all.
PRESENT SITUATION,
sented so favorable as a means of p'rogagating the principles
Ye are living, burning lies, and profanation
Including a consideration of the meaning of the outrage in of the new dispensation. Coming before the highest courts,
to the garments by which, with stately
Boston, where the authorities combine to prevent herself and upon cases in which they are involved, their discussion and
steps, ye sweep your rparhle palaces.
.Stand back 1
sister from appearing In Music Hall, which was regularly consequent consideration cannot be shut off. And if (as we
f|bf4 094;
for
l am no Magdalene waiting to kjgg tSf
Jjpy i;ea3Qp to Mieyp tbej will) the friends gf
Beechei;
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MORAL COWARDICE.

that the physicians are already subsidized to adjudge us in single leading paper dare to speak of that outrage upon com
sane. But let ns simply say, it appears to us that valor is mon justice. Notable exceptions to this, however, were the
“ In the street the tide of heing
outrunning discretion. They miscalculate those with whom Brooklyn Eagle and IBank Leslie's lllmfooted Newspaper, tho
How it surges! how it rolls!
they propose to deal, though they be women, when they Hartford Times and others, which we shall, from time to
God! what base, ignoble face—
God! what bodies lacking souls.”
trust to such questionable proceedings 'for relief. The first time, quote. But even these defenders of justice, in most
The events s>f the past month connected with our arrest subterfuge miserably failed. So, too, will the latter, if instances, felt obliged to smear us all .over with the usual
and imprisonment, have compelled us to the belief of a sorry attempted, fail. And so, too, will all subterfuges fail. Strait- amount of filth and slime, to cover their approach to the ob
' fact—one which more than any other could, bring, brings, a forward, open practically is the only admissible method of ject in view. They saw what every other journal must have
cloud of disappointment, if not discouragement, over our proceedufe. "W e have proceeded in an open, frank manner. seen, and spoke what other journals dared upt speak—that
e did not seek to hide behind any ‘‘ if*” or ‘‘ perhaps;”
hopes for the human race, We speak advisedly when we
five thousand newspapers were to stand or fall with us.
say that that race is destitute of moral courage—that with any insinuations or inuendos, but come into court (that is, They realized, while it was The Woodhull and Claflik
the
world)
with
as
concise
and
convincing
an
array
of
Define
the fewest possible-for-belief exceptions, all are incapable of
Weekly now, .suppressed that to-morrow it might be them
separating their action from considerations of public opinion the facts in our possession, and closely related to this single selves put under the ban, and spoke not for us, but for the
and of doing a thing simply because it is just or right or hu case as we were capable of making. We did not even go principle at stake—-for themselves as dependent upon th@
mane, and of refraining from doing another thing simply back to Indianapolis and introduce its clear evidence to maintenance of that principle intact. 'Of individuals, this
because it is unjust, wrong or»inhuman. Ko amount of detract from the point of this; nor did wre distract the atten was true in the city, but not so generally true of the country.
argument, no statement of experiences by others, in short, tion oi readers from the salient facts by the advancement of They who live11 in and breathe its free air, uncontaminated
nothing hut experiences through which we have passed, collateral evidence. Does this course smack of insanity ? by the intellectual and moral miasm which is everpresent in
could have brought us to the conviction that real manhood That might be a very convenient escape; but, if we mistake the city’s atmosphere, act more from the impulses of their
and womanhood are almost entirely lacking in the world. not, it lacks the elelnents of success. There has been too natures. Many and glorious are the words which havs
There are plenty of persons claiming those attributes, and much attention recently called to these sort of “jobs” in flowed into us from the great, generous country people.
who are accredited with their possession; but where they are the courts, to presume that such an one against ns should To Spiritualist, from whom the most of these have ema
most loudly claimed we fear there is most reason to doubt succeed. But if the case be desperate enough to warrant nated, and which, in many instances, were accompanied by
their existence. Everybody is in the most abject and servile such a movement, wre shall be prepared to meet it; in fact substantial aid, we return an earnest, heaven bless yoiii
slavery to public opinion, and before setting,^bout any given wc are already prepared. We did not remain four weeks in Their letters have not come with words of comfort for us
act, first questions himself or herself whether this opinion the Bastile for nothing. Our plans are all matured. The and condemnation for the persecution we suffer, to wind up
will approve or condemn. If the former, then it may be set tviient that can conduct immense mercantile operations and by requesting 'that their names be not, made public, but
down as almost certain the act will be, at least, undertaken; build up influential journals on a combination of dry goods almost invariably they have read: “ If my voice and name
if the latter, it may as certainly be set down that it will be orthodoxy and paper railroads, may be equal to the emer can be made of any benefit to you or the cause, use them.”
omitted or shirked; or, if performed, every possible effort be gency, and we shall admire any brilliant efforts emanating
Therefore, from slaves of the city, whose manhood and
from such quarters, even if directed against ourselves. But
made to conceal it from the public.
womanhood is crashed out by the omnipresent and aHdo
not
forget
that,
so
far,
nothing
but
moral
cowardice
has
Mournful as this conviction is to us, heavily as it falls
powerful Mrs. Grundy, we appeal to the free men and
upon our hopes for humanity, we cannot dispel it. It has been exhibited upon the part of the defense, and, remember- women of the country. ,To them we go, and ask them to
ing
it,
do
not
ignore
the
sickening
lesson
it
teaches
of
been crashed into our understandings in spite of every effort
rally to the defense of the threatened liberty of the press, of
“ Bodies lacking souls.”
to dash it away. It must not be understood that we enter-1
free speech, of free thought, of free inquiry, and of the frea
tairted different views for any considerable portion of 1m- j .
wiIi be remembered that, in the Beecher-Tilton article, discussion of the social question; all of which are endangered
inanity; but that in the ranks of .so-called radicals there' the following statement occurs : “I know, too, by intimate by the recent action of the United States courts and officials
were a goodly number ready to “go to the front ” when an intercourse, the opinions, and to a great extent, the lives of of this city.
occasion should arise, to face whatever enemy might be there nearly all leading reformatory men and women in the land ;
But we must not ignore the source from which our releasa
to oppose. We confess our hopes have been cruelly demolished, and 1 know that Mr. Beecher, passing through this crucial finally came. Elsewhere we speak of the individuals; but
since a “ corporal’s guard” would include everybody who ordeal, need not stand alone for an hour, but that an army here we must say that the spirit world was the source of the
dares to stand alone and say his “ soul is his own.”
of glorious and emancipated spirits will gather spontaneously inspiration that lead them to come forward in this our tims
Nor would we have it understood that this discovery of and mstmiicaieo-iisly around him.”
of need; and the grandeur of soul that its servants have ex
But even tills faith which we had has been largely exceeded hibited, ignoring the whole power of the persecution that
the entire lack of self-ownership on the part of indi viduals
will in any way interfere with our work. We never attempt by the facts that have since occurred. Plymouth Church, was brought to bear upon them, has more than ever endeared’
anything until fully convinced not only that it is right, but almost entire, has sprung to his side as if by a single desire. us to those who confess themselves as Spiritualists.
also that it is necessary to be done; then nothing but abso W e confess we vrere not prepared for this grand movement,
We shall continue in the future to do what we have dona
lute impossibilities stop us from pursuing our way. All this and it relieves us of very many of the scruples that inclined in the past: to publish a free paper, in which all subjects of
was true of the recent step which we took. We were a lone us to not yet compel matters to a culmination. Mr. Beecher, human interest will be discussed in the widest and freest
■ while in arriving at the decision that it was a necessary thine to all appearances, has more, vAnd warmer friends than ever, manner. We shall do this if we are arrested every week for
to be done, but whea? uhac^uiiiif- was/xeiSjj'Lmd nothing could and he must feel special;* hopped by thg many earnest ex publishing an obscene paper, and we will publish it if
prevent its being undertaken. Nor were we mistaken as to pressions of confidence arid support that have come, not" .are obliged to clo it I'rc, ;< thejjail itself. All we require is
the effect it would produce in the religious and moralistic only from those with whom he has been intimate, but from the support of those who are interested in the promulgation
social world. It was a bombshell that carried dismay on many whom he never previously knew. We now not of the principles of social freedom, social science, and in
every Land. So terrific was this that many even feared to only feel that we did our duty, but that Mr. Beecher ought, dustrial equity; of those who have manhood enough to
read it; others, by turns, eursed and prayed, laughed and even so early as this, to thank us for what we have done.
have the courage of their opinions. In every place whera
But we have been charged with a crime and confined in there Is “ a knot ” of these individuals let them organize for
cried, as if in the presence of “the crack of doom,” which
was liable at any moment to open arid swallow them up, jail, and, in the eyes of a thousand sensitive friends, are mutual protection anci assistance; let them make common
while the majority stood as if appalled by some horrid night obscured by a cloud—and for what? We reply for daring cause with us in the great social conflict that has been in
to attack hypocrisy in high places. Whatever other form
mare.
augurated; let them make use of every possible opportunity
These were the first and transient effects. The secondary the prosecution may have assumed, to this, when digested, to increase their strength, both moral and numerical, and
effects, which are now prevalent, are quite different. Pew it must come at last. It is not the individual men whom we also to increase the f circulation of The Weekly, the only
who have read the article entire, doubt the main facts, but have exposed, but it is a class of men who are represented by organ of free thought in the world. In this way a con
they are divided into several classes. First, those who ac them. We are reliably informed that, in the editoriabeon- structive movement will be begun which will spread and
cept, the evidence, but deprecate its having been given; sultations as to what course the newspapers of the city should encompass the earth and develop a race of beings possessed
second, those who accept the evidence and approve its pub pursue in this case, and in the reply of several prominent of moral as well as physical and intellectual strength.
lication; third, those who admit the. evidence to themselves, persons, who were approached by friends relative to bail, it
was argued that everything possible should be undertaken
Trat who would even swear to others it is not true.
THE PROGRESS OF THE REVOLUTION.
Then, again, there are those wlio realize that the safety of and maintained to crush us out at whatever sacrifice of pub
modern Christianity depends upon the safety of Mr. Beecher lic justice or private rights, since who could tell if himself
INTRODUCTION.
and who, if they knew the truth of the whole statement, might not be the next example. It was not, then, a ques
would neverthless sustain him, not because of their love for tion as to whether we had circulated obscene literature
“ TenUer-handed'clasp a nettle,
the man, but on account of their fears for the church, al- i through the mails, or Whether we have spoken the truth
And it Etings yon for your pains;
Grasp it like a man of metal,
though there perhaps is no man in the world who has so about “revered citizens” but it was a question of personal
And it soft as silk remains.”
many friends as he. The general feeling in Plymouth safety that was consulted and made the standard of action.
In the following we propose to give our readers a full and
Church, we are informed, as well as the convictions of some Would it not be well for the interested to remember the old
clear statement of what has occurred since the issue of our
of the interested parties, is, that, at whatever cost, or at proverb that “murder will out;” that:
“ Ever the right comes uppermost,
last number and of the circumstances that have resulted
whatever sacrifice of anybody or everybody else, Mr.
And ever is justice done;”
therefrom. Nearly all the statements that have appeared in
Beecher must be sustained. When we learned this feeling
and, adopting the language of the Bible, “There is nothing the city papers, as well as most of the dispatches of the
existed we queried in our minds, if it is “an entire fraud,
secret that will not be made known. ”
Associated Press, have been either gross misrepresentations
manufactured by a crazy woman,” as Mr. Beecher is said to
Our situation required outspoken friends, but most of or highly-colored pictures of the facts, so that, outside of a
have denominated it, where is the necessity for such herculean
those, who, from former circumstances, we had a right to few personal friends, the world knows next to nothing abou;
efforts to sustain the principal character? Why should the
expect would rally to our assistance, found it convenient to them'. What we*shall say will be moderate statements, seek
most prominent members of Plymouth Church essay such
vigorous action if there is no fire to be smothered? Why slink awaybehind the miserable excuse: that for their names ing nothing to extenuate nor to set aught clown in malice.
to be involved in this matter with ours would ruin them in
We did not know precisely in what direction the enemy
should they endeavor to divert attention from Mr. Beecher
business or deprive them of the support of friends whom would develop themselves. We cast the bomb-shells into their
by instituting prosecutions for obscenity? why should every
they needed; they would be glad to do anything they could camp and calmly waited the movements they should cause.
conceivable expenditure of influence and money be made to
if it could be done without their being known in it. Hus We were not disappointed in our conjectures that they would
endeavor to prevent us getting bail upon that charge; and
bands feared to do a humanitarian action for fear oi their move against us. Indeed, so early as Wednesday foLcwing
why, if everything is sound, should those who are determined
wives, and wives dared not visit us in prison for fear of their the issue of the paper, we were authoritatively informed of the
to stand by us be persecuted by threats of direst vengeance,
by pecuniary rain, and all possible things, if they "do not husbands. Oh, manhood! Oh, womanhood! where hast thou preparations that were being made to overslaugh ns. They
departed, or art thou extinct In the human soul!1 But we were to be of such immense proportions, and backed by men
desert ? Moreover, why should it be industriously circulated
must not forget that even the beloved disciple denied his and women of such high social, religious, political and finan
by those same members, and even by , Mr. Beecher himself
Lord, when the hour of trial came, and that only the poor, cial position, that it was thought there would be no with
that Mrs. Woodhull is insane, if it be not necessary to cover
despised Magdaiens dared tojmaintain their allegiance at the standing them—in a word, we would be “ wiped out.”
some terrific thing ? 1
crisis.
But that they should have proceeded upon the charge of
We are aware of the plot that has been formed to take
We are conscious, however, that this sentiment is largely, obscenity was not less surprising to ns, at the outset, than it will
the place of that which has already miscarried—of rail if not wholly, due to the course of the press, which was sub
roading us to Sing Sing upon, a charge of obscenity, by a sidized (against us in every way, While magnifying the prove disastrous to them in the end. Had we ourselves had.
the arrangement of the programme, it is doubtful if we could
court whose special jurisdiction and duty, according to the character of the crimes with wkicli typ were only charged,
Jlg-ye pade it more advantageous to the cause. And, right
statements of its prosecuting attorney, are to protect the vmm
W$ were adjudged guilty both ij Ppei,?
Court, while jisrej we beg to be permitted p tender bur grateful thanks Id
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presume for the purpose of securing us against jumping
of this part of the programme. We shall forever he under good, has said that he did not see Mr. Beecher, and that he
from the door of the carriage. We hope that, whenever it
knew
nothing
about
his
being
the
inspiration
of
this
obscen
deep obligations t© them, and they may command us in any
ity movement. But we do not think his fear of the penalty becomes the fortune of any women to he arrested in this
reasonable manner in consideration of the same.
i
It will be remembered that in the article on Mr. Beecher for perjury will permit him to swear that Messrs. Bowen, city, by the United States authorities, that, for the sake of
decency, the court may not dispatch these polite and refined
the following passage occurred: “ Every revolution has its | Chittenden & Claflin, all members of Plymouth Church, had
gentlemen to perform the mission. We have no doubt,
j
no
hand
in
it,
since
we
are
credibly
informed
by
three
witterrific cost, if not in blood and treasure, then still in the less
however, that they did the best they knew; that the elass of
tangible but alike real sentimental injury of thousands of suf ’ nesses that “ the job” was put up by them in the office of the
women with whom they are accustomed to associate have
C.
Bowen’s
Independent—Henry.
0.
Independent—Henry
ferers. The preliminary and paramount questions are,
ought the revolution to be made, cost what it may? Is the Bowen who, not many months ago, as we were informed by taught them the civilities they exhibited to ns.
Arrived at the court we were hurried into a small secret
cost to humanity greater of permitting the standing evil to Mr. Tilton, and authorized to use Mr. Bowen as authority
room,
for the purpose, as we we were informed, of making
exist? and if so then let the cost be incurred, fall where it for the facts about Mr. Beecher, was accustomed to say
the proceedings private. In this room there were, besides our
may. If justice to humanity demand the given expenditure, “ that he had only to open his batteries on Mr. Beecher to
then, accepting the particular measure of reform, we accept' drive him out of the country in twenty-four hours.” Never selves, five persons—District Attorney Noah Davis, a mem
ber of Plymouth Church and a family connection of Mi*.
all its necessary consequences, and enter upon our work, theless, he now weeps on Mr. Beecher’s neck and is a chief
Beecher; Assistant District Attorney Gen. Davies, Com
fraught, it may be, with repugnance to ourselves, as it ne at his “ silver wedding ” to Plymouth Church.
missioner Osborn, and, we believe, Judge Benedict, a mem
cessarily is with repugnance to others.”
It now became necessary to make a case to be able to
ber of Plymouth Church; and another person whom we
In our leader, “ To the Public,” the following statement prove we had sent the paper they had decided to call ob
do not know. By these officials, without counsel, it was pro
appeared, which, in connection with the above, will show scene, after failing by other means to stop its career. They
posed that we should he examined; but we did not so pro
that we were fully alive to all that might grow out of the proceeded as follows: A person was dispatched to our office
pose. We knew of no reason why the examination should,
course we adopted, and that we were prepared to accept the by them, with instructions to purchase some papers, and
for our sake, be kept private. We had nothing to conceal
consequences, he what they might:
have them addressed to a citizen of Brooklyn, which
from the public; indeed, we wished the public to he made
| “We are prepared to take all the responsibility of libel- [package, when it reached the post office, was to be seized
thoroughly acquainted with all that was connected with the
suits and imprisonment with which we are threatened. Ar That is, they sent a person into the street to ask another
case, and hence we refused to submit to an examination as
rests and prisons have no fears for us. We have already person to take his money out of his pocket, so that they
they desired, and demanded that it should he made in the
endured more torture than they can bring. We shall simply could arrest the parties by whom that person happened to be
court-room in presence of the public. We resolutely insisted,
do onr duty, let what may come, and though that duty be a employed, for stealing. But the case was getting desperate,
and, finding [they could not intimidate us, were forced to
and, as they could find no one who had received a paper yield, and we were conducted from the “ star chamber” to
painful one.”
Therefore we entered upon an inevitable war, fully con from us, through the mail, who was willing to perjure him
the court-room. Of the scene at and near the court the
scious of all its possible perils, and prepared to accept all its self by making an affidavit that we sent it, which he could
of the 3d inst. said:
*
possible incidents; Put, nevertheless, with the full conscious not by any possibility know, they resorted to this question Herald
By some means the news of the arrest of the notorious female bankers
ness that the final result would be general and complete able method: Their stool-pigeon, it appears, went to our spread with the speed of the wind, and it was but a few moments after
victory. Had we even doubted this then, we are fully office, after office hours and during our absence, and obtain that bankers, brokers, clerks, &c., engaged in the vicinity, loft the busy
assured of it now, since, from the developments made by the ed five papers from a party who had no authority from ns to scenes of the stock market and thoirown offices to flock to the sanctum
of the Woodhull, where they congregated about the door in great force to
past month, assurance is made doubly sure. There is no pos sell papers or receive payment for same ; in short, from a learn
the latest particulars. The wildest rumors were current. In the
sible chance for anything but the most sweeping results to party who was selling papers for himself and enjoying the meantime the Marshals, with their prisoners, had gp-ived at the govern
grow out of the battle which we have brought on, let the profits. This stool-pigeon purchased the papers, and re ment building in Chambers street. The usual number of loungers
methods to reach it be what they may and lead us where they quested that party to put them in a wrapper and address lawyers, idlers and deputy marshals were loitering about the building,
not dreaming of a sensation, and when the well-known forms of Messrs.
them and have them sent to the Post-office. So, in making' Woodhull & Claflin emerged from the coach the wildest excitement at
may.
But to return to the beginning. Anticipating that some up their case, it appears that their “ stool-pigeon,” instead of once sprung up, and an eager throng followed up the rickety stairs anx-.
steps would be taken to suppress the entire issue as soon as ourselves, is the party who sent or who had th® papers sent ious to view the proceedings. In the carriages were also about five
its contents were known in the city, we quietly dispatched to the mail, and it is he, instead of ourselves, who should be hundred copies of Wood hull & Claylin’e Weekly, which had been
the paper to our subscribers and to the entire list of news the defendant in this case, since it is for sending obscene seized by the officers. Mrs. Woodhull looked grave and severe, never
smiling, and listening with apparent painful interest to the proceedings.
papers in the United States, Canada and Great Britain befoie papers through the mails that we are under arrest, and not Tennie C. wore an indifferent air, and her eyes sparkled with excitement.
publishing it here. This was done during the time between for selling them; and this package is the one upon which the She smiled affably as something in the remarks of her counsel or the
Saturday night and Monday morning, October 26th and 2oth, charge is based. This will appear still more clearly from the District Attorney struck her as funny. They were both dressed alike, as
is their invariable custom, attired in deep blue with purple bows and the
On Monday afternoon, however, the inquiry for the following affidavits upon which our arrest was ordered :
latest style of hats. Of course they were eagerly peered at by all within
<s IYeekly with the Beecher Scandal” began to be made at Southern District of Neio York, ss.—Albert Anderson, being duly seeing distance, hut noticed no one themselves, or seemed to care for the
our office, it not being on the news-stands. This inquiry, sworn, deposes and says, that, on the 2d day of November, 1872, the steady gaze of the spectators and lawyers. In fact they presented tho
small at first, before the close ©f the day grew to a rush, deponent, being a clerk in the Post-offlce of the United States at the city same front that has been their distinguishing characteristic.
of New York, did receive from one James B. Woodley a packet of news
and from that time until Saturday, November 2, the day of papers marked and addressed “M. Hamilton, 143 St. James place, So great was the excitement consequent upon this arrest that old and
able lawyers, who had assembled in the District Court to argue dry ques
the arrest, it continued to increase in volume and eagerness, Brooklyn,” for mail and delivery. That deponent took said package of tions of law in patent and other abtruse cases' before Judge Blatchford,
two cylinder presses being incompetent to satisfy.the city newspapers, which was placed in tire Brooklyn mail bag. That de rushed into the Circuit Court, where thejy'oodhull examination was held,
ponent was themrpoHjgivon baclflpjjie paffeet, and did there mark it and to take a look at oneJ Of the mo&t exmordln&ry scenes'that has within
v
•
demand.
We sent the usual numbe^ to the American News Com bring it to tho office of the United. States Attorney by direction of the our memory ever occurred in the federal courts of this city that scene
special agent of the Post-office Department. ALBERT ANDERSON.
no less than two women charged with sending filthy, vulgar, inde
pany, but they refused to issue them to their correspondents, Sworn to before me, this 2d day of November-, 1872.—John A. Osborn, being
cent and obscene publications through the mails of the United States.
and returned them to ns. But the newsmen of the city soon
United States Commissioner.
THE ENEMY FEIGN AN ATTACK.
found the way to onr office and carried them off by the James B. Woodley, being duly sworn, deposes and says, that, on the 2d By this time (one o’clock) our counsel,t,Hon. J. D. Beymert,
hundred and thousand at a time. So great was the pressure day of November, 1872, he, deponent, received from one D. C. Miles, had arrived, and Mr'1 Commissioner Osborn took his seat
that at times the police were brought/into requisition to employed in the office of Victoria C. Woodhull and Tennie C. CMflin, at upon the bench.
48 Broad street, New York city, a package of newspapers marked “M.
maintain order and prevent the street from being blockaded Hamilton, 143 James place, Brooklyn,” who told me to fetch it to the General Davies, United States Assistant District Attorney, appeared for
prosecution.
by the eager throng. Nevertheless such was the demand for Post-office and mail it and get the exchanges. That deponent took it to theCommissioner
Osborn then called the case of the United States vs. Vic
the Scandal the paper readily sold at 50 cents per copy dur the Post-office on Nassau street, in the city of New York, and asked one toria Woodhull and Tennie C. Claflin.
Albert
Anderson,
a
clerk
in
said
Post-office,
to
mail
the
packet.
Said
ing the entire week; and, on the day and evening of the ar
THE EXAMINATION.
clerk took ft. I identify the annexed packet as the one I delivered for
Mr. J. D. Reymert—I appear in this case for the defendants, and I un
rest and the unlawful suppression of its sale, $2.50 was a mailing.
J- B. WOODLEY, 604 Classon avenue, Brooklyn.
common price, while $5, $10, and $20, and in one instance Sworn to before me, this 2d of November, 1872.—John A. Osborn, derstand Mr. Howe has also been retained.
General Davies—They are arrested on a charge of having circulated
$40, were paid for a single copy. Since then, those who
United States Commissioner.
through 'the mails of the United States an obscene and indecent publica
were so fortunate as to have copies readily loaned them- to Taliesin William Rees, being duly swom, deposes and says that he is a tion. The statute upon which this complaint is made is familar to your
readers at a dollar per day. We also learn from various clerk in the office of the Independent newspaper, in the city of New York. Honor. The off ense comes under the head of misdemeanor, punishable
on the 29th day of October, deponent went to the New York Post- by imprisonment and a fine.
quarters that the same unheard-of prices have been paid all That,
office, in the Southern district of New York, and then and there received
Mr. Reymert—I ask for an adjournment. It is a very sudden proceed
over the country to get the contents of the Suppressed Paper. among other papers, two newspapers entitled, Woodhulh & Clatlin’s ing. I presume it would be proper, before knowing wfufch course to take,
This heretofore unknown, this ^almost terrible eagerness Weekly, and dated November 2,1872. That he took said papers to the to allow me an opportunity of consulting with the ladies.
General Davies—I move their commitment,
of the people to learn the particulars of the celebrated case, office of the Independent and delivered them at the office. That Mr. Fox,
teaches an important lesson. It undoubtedly shows that the assistant foreman, took up one of them and opened it, and called de Mr* Reymert—Will your Honor give me time to read this affidavit, so
ponent’s attention to an article therein entitled “Beecher-Tilton Scandal
I may know what the proceeding is?. We are not prepared to go oh
greatest of all questions—one in which: human interests are Case ” That, on the 1st day of November, 1872, deponent bought from that
with an examination now, and, therefore, I ask for sufficient time and an
more deeply involved than in any other—one which more read one Victoria C. Woodhull, at No. 48 Broad street, New York city, two of adjournment.
said papers, and did then and there buy one from Tennie C.-Claflin, pay.
ily and more deeply touches the human heart than any other
General Davies—To what time do you wish for an adjournment?
TALIESIN WILLIAM REES.
Mr. Reymert—I can go on on Monday or Tuesday.
is the social question. Had the expose been in any other de ing therefor ten cents per copy.
Swom to and subscribed before me, the 2d day of November, 1872,
Commissioner Oahom—Tuesday is election day.
partment than the social, had it been any of the felonies, no
John A. Osborn, United States Commissioner'.
General Davies—I can go on on Monday.
such excitement could p'ossibly have been generated. In a
At midnight of Friday, November !, we received informa Commissioner Osborn—What hour?
word, it is demonstrated beyond all doubt that the social
General Davies—Any hour?
tion that the order for our arrest was out, and that a large Commissioner
Osborn—Monday, at 1 o’clock. I will hear ike District
the sexual—is the great and only question that can move the
edition of the paper then being printed and the plates were Attorney on tho question of bail.
entire people as with one accord.
to he seized in the morning. We have not learned that this General Davies—I shall ask that in this case the precedent followed in
SKIKMISHING- FOR POSITION.

-

Early in the week of the great sale the friends of Mr.
Beecher, probably thinking that we had run only our usual
edition, and that when that was exhausted it would be the
end of it, attempted to buy it up. We were told that Mr.
Beecher himself assisted in this, several times carrying off in
triumph a hundred copies, while persons connected with the
Christian Union and Independent
constant raids upon
the news-stands in the vicinity of City Hall Square. But
finding out their mistake—that as fast as they cleared the
Weeklies from the stands others appeared .to take their
place—they began to look about for other and more effectual
remedies That their case was desperate and that they con
sidered it so is clear, since they could find none better than
bringing into requisition the services of the saintly, the sanc
timonious Comstock, the special, though self-appointed, agent
of Christ to suppress such literature, pictured and otherwise,
as in his opinion, is obscene. This person of God-like pres
ence and Christ-like purity, who, of course, knows nothing
ahoutforgery and similar crimes, and who, of course, is not
g&ow straining every nerve to make a slight slip of fraud

contemplated seizure was a success; hut we believe that,
when the officers having it in charge went to pounce upon
their prey, it had flown. In a word, some one had been
there before and performed the duty for them.
DEVELOPING- THEIR PLANS OF DEFENSE.

Saturday morning found • us not very well; hut we sent
word to onr office, if any officers came to inquire for us to
let us know. The officers did call for ns. We were in
formed, and, ordering a carriage hastily, drove to the office
to give ourselves up. The Associated Press dispatch said
that we had prepared for flight—only a slight error, similar
to nearly all the reports of this case, both telegraphic and
otherwise, from that time to this—made expressly for the
purpose of manufacturing public opinion against us. On
arriving at our office, two officers—whom we have since
learned were Deputy Marshals Bernhard and Colfax stepped
to the carriage, and, as we were preparing to alight, brutally
pushed us back into the carriage, and, chuckling over their
easy arrest, one of them mounted the box with the driver,
while the other politely disposed himself on onr laps, we

other similar cases be upheld; that is, $10,000 hail in each case, with two
sureties to justify in that amount. This is a grave and serious offense,
one that has, in the past, done the greatest harm and injury to the com
munity. The circumstances of this case are circumstances of peculiar
aggravation. Not only have the defendants, by circulating an obscene
publication through the mails, committed an offense against the law, but
they have been guilty of a most abominable and unjust charge against
one of the purest and best citizens of this State, or in the United States,
and they have, as far as possible, aggravated the offense by a malicious
and gross libel upon the character of this gentleman, whose character it
is well worth the while the
GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES TO VINDICATE,
I therefore; under these circumstances, ask that bail be fixed in each case
at $10,000.
Mr. Reymert—Let me say, in reply to General Davies, that he has no
right here to charge the contents of an alleged libel. This charge is for
a violation of the law, and it is to that Ms Honor should look in fixing
the bail. The object of bail is to seenro the attendance of the prisoners.
They are ladies doing business here as peaceable citizens, and it is for
you to weigh the danger of their escape and protect the Government in
the'possession of their bodies. That,must be the rule in determining the
amount of bail. If there were any danger
their ronnijjg away I sup
pose it would be necessary to fix a large aiffbnnt off Jj'ailjl; "but If they are
harmless or innocent, and prefer cot to run away, a small amount of bm
would be necessary,
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Commissioner Osborn—I can take no judicial knewledge of the fact
whether they will run away or not. I do not know that they are peace
able citizens. I only look at the character of the crime.
Mr. Reymert—The complaint alleges an offense against the statute, and
you must go on the presumption that the prisoners are innocent. The
idea of the Government vindicating or defending the character of a gen
tleman is entirely outside of this case. The Government is not called on
to defend'this gentleman from slander. The charge must be confined to
what appears in the affidavit, and to nothing outside of it I would
therefore ask that the bail be made reasonable.
General Davies—It is about two weeks since we found that bail of
$5,000 in a case similar to this was not sufficient to hold the party, who
fled from the jurisdiction of the Court. But a bench warrant was ob
tained and tjjg party was arrested, tried and convicted. An offense of
this kind brffigs imprisonment as well as a fine, and if these prisoners are
persons in good standing it is so much the more necessary -they should
give good and substantial ball.
Mr. Reymert—The only charge against the defendants is that they
mailed the paper containing the article headed “ The BeecherTilton Scandal Case” through the Post-office. It , is said in the affidavit
that this is obscene literature. This charge brings the alleged offense
Within the clause of the statute, and anything outside of that cannot be
entertained.
Commisioner Osborn—They are not confined to the “ Beecher-Tilton
Scandal,” but to others.
General Davies—We will produce evidence to you whether the docu
ment is not indecent and obscene literature. I will submit it to the
Court.
Commissioner Osborn—Papers were submitted to me.
Mr. Reymert—There is only one charge.
Commissioner Osborn—A paper called Woodhulu & Claflin's
Weekly, for November 2, was submitted to me. This paper is consid
ered by the Government a publication of a vulgar, indecent and obscene
character, and it is charged that the defendants made use of the Postoffice of the United States, in violation of the law, for the purpose of
sending that obscene publication through it. That is the charge upon
which they are arrested. I issued a warrant upon the affidavits laid be
fore me. An example is needed, and we propose to make one on
these women. , The question is whether the paper is a vulgar and obscene
publication. In determining the question of hail the Commissioner,can
consider these defendants in no other light than those defendants who
Were arrested four or five weeks ago for sending obscene books through
the mails. Tho Government then demanded $10,000 bail. I then ex
pressed my opinion that this was not only a violation of the law, but an
outrage upon public decency. Without expressing any opinion in this
case, I must consider what amount of hail should be deposited with the
Government to secure the attendance of the defendants before the Court
—bail that will not be oppressive to them and will be just to the Govern
ment. Having heard tho District Attorney’s application as to how
much hail he requires, I fix the hail tn each case at $8,000, with two sure
ties for each. The defendants are committed to the custody of the Marehal, to he by him imprisoned in default of hail, and the examination is
eet down for Monday at 1 o’clock.

On Monday, Nov. 4, at one o’clock, the time ait which our
preliminary examination was set down, We appeared before
General Davies said $10,000 is the precedent for bail in Commissioner Osborn, fully prepared to show, through our
these cases, and the Court holds us in $8,000 each, while the counsel and witnesses, the trivial and deceptive character of
same Court holds Dr. Julian in but $2,000. Equality with a the charges brought against us, when the following facts
were developed:
vengeance!

i
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the word advisedly—had prepared a perfect defence to th© accusation
St. Nicholas Hotel.
made against them, and they were prepared to show His Honor that this
I will go your bail. I am satisfied the cowardly Christian community paper, which the prosecution aimed to suppress for reasons which he
will destroy you, if possible, to cover up the rotten state of society.
would not advert, to, was in no sense of the word obscene. If it were
George Francis Train.
held to be obscene, then the transmission through the mails of the Holy
Bible, the wprks of Lord Byron, or any edition of the works of ShakTo which the following reply was made:
speare would be liable to the same objection and incur the same penalty.
We ’might have expected that a man not afraid of nations and thrones
This was a blow at the freedom of the press which, if allowed to pass
would snap his finger in the faoe of a cowardly society; and your kind
.offer shows your courage and your manhood; but conscious of the right, unnoticed, would strike with a force the real effect of which no one could
contemplate. These ladies come here prepared to answer. He (counsel)
we prefer to be independent and remain where we are for the present.
had read the paper through carefully word for word; he had not yet seen
Having been the first to come to our aid, we shall be the last lo forget it.
the indictment, but he was informed that the charge against Mr. Beecher
Victoria C. Woodhull.
was carefully omitted from the indictment, and that it is the charge
Tennie C. Claflist.
against Mr, Challis that is referred to therein. They would show that
On arriving at the jail we were kindly and courteously there was not a word of obscenity in the paper, and that there was noth
received by tho officials of that institution, and assigned to ing whatsoever in it contrary to the act of Congress. His Honor knew
what proved to he veiy comfortable quarters, in wliicb to the practice of tha State Court, that where a magistrate,had a case under
investigation, tf the Grand Jury should find a bill pending that examina
endure confinement.
tion, the Court had uniformly quashed the indictment because it was a
And here we will depart somewhat from the subject of mark of disrespect to the officer before whom the investigation was pro
this article to notice Ludlow street Jail as it deserves. From ceeding. That was a matter of practice, not of law. All he could say on
sundry articles in the New York Tribune, we had inferred behalf of these ladies was that they had a perfect defense, and
desired to express through counsel, and through counsel to the
that it was something hut little removed from an outrage they
Court and the public, that they were the victims of a cruel persecution,
upon humanity, and we admit we were somewhat surprised instigated by private malice from a source which dare not come into
by our polite reception by those who had been represented Court itself to expose its malignity, and which sets this court in motion
as mere parasites upon the misfortunes of the community. to hide it. These ladies were in custody and this action of the Grand
We not only found in Warden Tracey a true-hearted gentle- Jury deprived them of bail. Mr. Reymert, who is also counsel, was
somewhere else, and perhaps he might have a statement to make in re
!man of philanthropic impulses and devoted to the alleviation gard to this matter. They came into this Court for tho purpose of
of the conditions of prison-life, but in the assistant and entering into a very convincing defence, and if they were to he prosecuted
clerk, Mr. William L. Gardner, a person, of refinement, large on this charge the Holy Bible itself might be suppressed, and Tho Society
for the Diffusion of the Bible had better close their doors, because they
culture^and wide research, and a gifted author and poet.
were liable to a proceeding of tbis kind; if it were tolerated there was no
We had ample occasion to observe the general conduct of telling to what a length it might go. The finding of the indictment
the institution, and do not hesitate to say it is admirable in against those ladies was nothing but a cruel persecution.
all respects, the “boarders’ department-” being specially General Davies—It is not usual for me tojtake up questions not relevant
to the matter before the Court. The counsel had spoken elocpiently and
worthy of commendation. Here all the appointments of a forcibly upon this case, hut he said nothing requiring a reply from mo
regular hotel are visible; opportunities for bathing, exercise after the statement I have made to the Court. All he said to the Court
in the open air, a generous table, and scrupulous cleanness. would be applicable on a trial of the case before a jury. I have nothing
During a residence of thirty days we neither saw nor heard to say in explanation after the action that has been taken by the Grand
of any of the abuses so graphically depicted in the Tribune. Jury.
Mr. J. W. Reymert, of counsel for the prisoners, who had jnst com©
Nor did we hear a, single oath, a vulgar word, an indecent into Court, said he was surprised to hear that the ladies were indicted.
speech, or observe in any of the prisoners any violation of He had only to say to His Honor that they were ready now promptly to
go into the fullest examination of all the charges against these ladies.
the strictest propriety.
Counsel invoked for them the protection of the law, Confident that they
During all this time we were the recipients of the most had
not offended against Its majesty, the good order of society or the duty
polite and continuous attentions from all the officers, and we which they owed to citizens. On the contrary they were convinced of
sometimes wondered, under so many annoyances as they are having done right, and having^pertain convictions of a higher character,
compelled to endure, they could maintain so even disposi that they were instruments of a Uigher power to carry out higher designs,
which had inspired to work and invite the highest criticism.
tions.
Gen. Davies—I would like to ask what has higher convictions to,.do
Notwithstanding the fact of imprisonment, we shall never with the matter before the Court?
regard our stay at this place as wholly unpleasant, because Mr. Reymert concluded by aggin urging the case forward, and allowing
the possibility that, by proper management, even a prison an examination as soon as possible.
may be made within the endurance of those accustomed to Commissioner Osborn—As the case presents itself before the Commis
sioner it will he unnecessary to go on with the examination. The object
the gentler conditions of life, is confirmed in our minds, and of the examination is to get sufficient facts to hold these defendants for
it prophesies a future for prisons which shall entirely lack trial. But the Grand Jury, which is a higher tribunal than the Commis
sioner, having, with the authority of' the government, passed on this
the horrors by which many are now cursed.
To return to our subject, a reporter of the SuMay Mercury question, and having found indictments against the prisoners, I am
obliged to take notice, through the offlc/tal information given me by the
interviewed Deacon Hudson, of Plymouth Church, and District Attorney, that such indictments have been found. It would
developed the following as the line of direct conduct to he therefore be a waste of time to go into the details of the case, because
pursued by Mr. Beecher and his friends regarding the so- whatever decision I might arrive at by an examination would be of no
benefit to the defendants on their trial. I pass not on the character of
called scandal:
the paper, whether it is obscene, vulgar, or indecent; but if evidenco
(JE'rom the Sunday Mercury.)
were taken before me I would have to pass upon its character. The
THE SCANDAL TO BE IGNORED.
Reporter—I want to know how Brother Beecher takes this Woodhull Grand Jury having taken up the matter and found indictments, it now
only remains for the Marshal to serve on the prisoners the bench warrants
affair.x
Deacon Hudson—He ain’t going to say anything about it. He’s going which'have been issued under the indictments. The case before me is
dismissed.
to cut the whole thing and let it go.
Counsel for the prisoners asked if the government could give him some
^ Reporter—So ?
""Deacon Hudson—Yes. I saw him to-day and he said he intended to idea of the time when ho proposed to try the accused.
General Davies—I can’t say to-day, but I will he glad to have a speedy
take no notice of it.
Deacon Hudson added to this that no matter how many circumstances trial on this case, and I will see that the prisoners have ampla and timely
Mrs. Woodhull adduced in support of her charges, Mr. Beecher would notice.
In reply to a question from prisoners’ counsel General Davies said he
refuse to take any notice of them.
Reporter—But, Deacon Hudson, will Mr. Beecher not take the trouble did not intend to make any increase in the amount of bail, which had
been fixed at $8,000.
to refute these charges when they are made cireumstaetially ?
Deacon Hudson—No, I don’t think Brother Beecher will take the
We then were formally arrested under the bench war
trouble. Yon see we know him, and we don’t propose to take anything rants and returned to Ludlow-street Jail.
that a women like Woodhull says against him. I know Victoria WoodWas there ever such indecent haste as this? The Grand
hull as well as Brother Beecher does, and she never told me anything
about it. I think it is blackmail. She wanted him to preside at that free Jury did not stand upon the order of doing it, but did it at
love meeting and he wouldn’t, so she came down on this Tilton thing.
once. Remember, we were arrested Saturday afternoon,
Reporter—Well, Brother Hudson, do the Plymouth Church flock intend on a complaint filed in the morning, and an examination
to stand by Mr. Beecher?
for the purpose of inquiry into the facts to see if we
Deacon Hudson—Of course we do. We know him, and we will sup
ought to he held to answer to the charge, set down
port him.
Reporter—Then the congregation won’t take the case up f
for Monday at one o’clock—an interval of less than
Deacon Hudson—Not a hit of it.
three hours, office time. Nevertheless within that short

Dr. Julius E. Julian, druggist, of No. 515 Pearl street, was held in
$2,000 bail yesterday to answer the charge of sending indecent literature
through the Post-office.
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Shortly after our arrival at these quarters the following the morning and heard the indictments had been found, Mr. Reymert
and himself (counsel), on behalf ,of those persecuted ladies—and he used
note was received:

Here the animus is plainly seen cropping out all the wpy
through the proceedings. Not only were we held before'
trial to lie guilty of circulating obscene literature, hut we
were also charged as guilty of a “most abominable and un
just charge against one of the purest citizens of the State.”
Of course General Davies spoke by the card. He knows Mr.
Beecher to be one of the purest and best citizens of the
State, “ whose character it is well worth the while of the
United States to vindicate.” He is the custodian of Mr.
Beecher’s private life. Now mark the position of General
Davies. We were arraigned for obscenity, not specially
because we bad sent obscene literature through the mails,
but for the purpose of vindicating the character of Mr.
Beecher. We stop to ask in all seriousness if General
Davies imagines that that position is tenable? ’Tis true that
Commissioner Osborn attempted to rectify the suicidal mis
take committed by General Davies, by stating the case sepa
rated from the vindication of Mr. Beecher; but he would
not have done so had not Mr. Reymert shown him the ridic
ulous position in which General Davies had placed the Court
by bis mistaken zeal for Mr. Beecher. Nevertheless it is
generally understood in the community that, in this suit for
obscenity, Mr. Beecher is the prosecutor, and that the United
States District Court for the Southern District of New York
has constituted itself into a Whitewashing Committee to
vindicate the character of such citizens as “ it is well worth the
while of the United States” to protect; and further, that had
the citizen attacked been some humble, honest mechanic, the
paper would not have been “ considered by the Government
as obscene,” nor would the United States have felt it worth
its while to vindicate his character by charging us with ob
scenity-all of which, we must confess, is also our own
belief.
Without desiring to attack the veracity of General Davies ALA-RMUD AT HIS EXPOSED POSITION THE ENEMY FALLS BACK
or the consistency of Commissioner Osborn regarding the
AND ENTRENCHES HIMSELF BEHIND THE GRAND JURY,
question of hail, we make the following quotation from the
WHICH MAKES FORCED MARCHES TO GET TO THE FRONT
daily papers of the Slst ultimo:
WITH ITS BATTERIES OF INDICTMENTS.

During the proceeding above related, a person, a stranger
had offered to become surety for us; but learning that
there were other warrants out against us we deemed it pru
dent to not give hail until all the suits were developed and
to remain in custody as the prisoners of the United States,
confined in Ludlow-street Jail rather than to please the enemy
by permitting him to bestow us in Jefferson Market Prison—
the Calcutta Black Hole of New York—which evidently dis
gusted him. But in the meantime Commissioner Osborn
had persuaded the stranger that we ought not to be bailed.
We were accordingly fully committed to the care of Warden
Tracey, of the New York Qounty Prison, better known as
Ludlow-street Jail, where all United States prisoners are con
fined to await tried.

....

THE PROCEEDINGS IN COURT.

Commissioner Osborn—I call the case of the United States vs. Victoria
Woodhull and Tennie C. Claflin.
Wm. F. Howe for the prisoner said—We are ready to proceed with the
examination which was appointed for one o’clock to-day before your
Honor.
General Davies—I would state to the Court that this morning the Grand
Jury have found bills of indictment against the prisoners for the offence
with which they are charged. On these indictments bench warrants have
been issued from the Circuit Court. These will be placed in the hands of
the Marshals for execution, and this, I assume, takes the case from the
jurisdiction of Yonr Honor.
Commissioner Osborn, addressing counsel for prisoners—The Grand
Jury .have actedjn this case. They have found indlctments against the
defendants and'"bench warrants have been issued upon those indict
ments.

Mr, Howe for prisoners replied that he could only say the announcement
would have come upon him with surprise if he had not been in Court in

space, General Davies, who on Saturday was so zealous to
immediately vindicate Mr. Beecher, had cooled off to such
an extent as to find that the exigencies of this case did not
demand, in fact would not permit, an examination, conse
quently he forced the matter before and’ through the Grand
Jury, which delivered itself of an indictment, simply and
solely to prevent an examination into the charges which
General Davies must have become sufficiently recovered of
his consciousness to understand, were not for libeling Mr.
Beecher, hut for sending obscene literature through the
mail, which we think he must also have discovered
there was no evidence in his affidavits that we had done. In
a word, he was afraid of our examination, and cowardly
sheltered himself behind the Court and Christian Comstock
behind the Grand Juiy. This, in a purely personal and
comparative sense. But in a general sense we cannot find it
in our hearts to condemn this action. The force of public
opinion, which is such a terrible despot and of which they all
stand so much in terror, would not permit them to do other
wise. Lacking the moral courage to venture.,to offend this
power, they were compelled’ to this questionable practice.
We will go even further than this, and admit that, although
this action apparently resulted in injustice, submitting us to
a month’s imprisonment, it was a part of the great cause in
which we axe engaged, General Davies, Commissioner 0$
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born and the Grand Jury in this sense becoming our allies
td carry it forward. Indeed, we feel sure that some day we
shall be able to show this action on their part was requisite
not only to the rapid progress, but to the final success of the
revolution; and that, though unconsciously, they neverthe
less have rendered us most efficient service, for which we
Iiumbly beg them to now accept this public acknowledge
ment. And we suggest for the consideration of the saintly,
the pure-minded agent of the Young Men’s Christian Asso
ciation for the Suppression of Obscene Literature a Bible
proverb with which we fear he is not familiar or, if familiar,
be cannot comprehend: “ Thus, all things work together for
good.”
ANOTHER PART OE THE FIELD.

In the meantime other movements, in other directions had
taken place. "Warrants for our arrest, including also Colonel
J. H. Blood, Stephen Pearl Andrews, William A. Smith and
Mr. Denyse, had been issued by Justice Fowler of the Jef
ferson Market Police Court on the complaint of Mr. Luther
C. Challis, of which complaint the following is a copy:
James W. Eowler, Justice of the District Court in the City of New
York, Third Judicial District.
State of New York York', City and County of New York, ss.—Luther C.
Challis, residing at the Hoffman House, complains that Yictoria C.Woodhull, T. C. Claflin, a person whose surname is Blood, hut whose first or
Christian name is to the complainant -unknown, and who is commonly
known as Colonel Blood; William A. Smith and William Denyse, on the
f.6th day of October, 1372, at the said City and County of New York, un
lawfully and maliciously, designing, intending and contriving to vilify
and defame this complainant, and to firing him into public scandal,
hatred, infamy and disgrace, and to injure and aggrieve him, the said
complainant, did unawfully and maliciously publish of and concerning
the said complainant, a certain false, scandalous, malieious and defama
tory libel, in a certain public newspaper known and entitled as “ WoodHtoj, & CLAranT’s Weekly” containing therein, among other things,
the false, malicious, defamatory and libellous words and matters [printed
in our paper of November 2].

Upon the warrant thus issued Colonel Blood was arrested
ate Saturday afternoon and committed to Jefferson Market
Prison by Justice Fowler to await examination which was
set down for Thursday, November 7th, bail being fixed at
$10,000, the amount in cases of this kind seldom exceeding
$500, and never $1,000. But in this case the spirit of persecu
tion is everywhere present, and is rigidly enforced in all direc
tions by the Courts and falling upon all who are involved.
The extremes to which the fury of the enemy entices him to
resort is to us the desperation of certain destruction. That
Challis could think of attempting to prosecute Mr. Andrews
upon the supposition that he had something to do with the
alleged libel—that he could think it possible to involve Mr.
Smith, who only did the press work of the paper, without
knowing anything at all about its contents; or Mr. Denyse,
who made electrotype plates of the type in utter ignorances
of the character of the matter, seems to be something bor
dering on insanity, or at Jeast a confident reliance upon
being able to rush his case through to convictions in spite of
law and evidence upon the strength' of public opinion—con
jured up by the Beecher case, and not, as he supposes, by
the expose of himself, or for any regard which the commu
nity had for him as an individdal. Each of these gentlemen
has his means of redress against Mr. Challis, and if he be so
rich, as his threat to use a hundred thousand dollars, if so
much was necessary to secure our convictions incjjcates, they
may receive satisfaction.
At two o’clock, on Thursday, November 7, the case against
Colonel Blood was called, hut owing to the fact that the
writ ad testificandum to the Warden of Ludlow Street Jail,
to produce us to the Court as withesses, not having been
obeyed, the case was adjourned to the next day at same
hour.
At the appointed hour on Friday, the cas§ being called,
the Assistant District Attorney, Algeron J. Sullivan, placed
Luther C. Challis, the first witness for the prosection, on the
stand.
THE EXAMINATION.

Mr. Challis, being duly sworn, was shown a copy of the
complaint, and acknowledged it to he his complaint over his
own signature.
[7b he continued in next number.1
THE SPIRIT OF THE PRESS.
We propose, as a'matter of record, and as space will admit,
© reprint from the various papers the editorials touching the
great social question, which was launched by our issue of
November 2d. We shall make no apology for publishing
alike the commendatory and condemnatory to say nothing
of the personally abusive introductions with which some, if
not most, editors have thought called upon to introduce the
subject in order to get at the real matter at issue. But we
must admit our sorrow at being obliged to come to the con
clusion that there is little real moral courage in the world, and
that a very small part of that is possessed by the representa
tives of the press, who should be the foremost defenders of
that freedom by which moral courage is involved. We will,
however, ask those editors, when they shall see this reprint
of their articles, ’to stop and question themselves if their
consciences would not have been clearer had they omitted the
personal abuse.
The Sunday (Syracuse, Ar. Yf) Morning Herald, Nov. 24,1872.
Victoria C. Woodhull.-^-Nearly every day for the past
three weeks, this name has been hoisted, more or less con
spicuously, among the sensational deadlines of the prominent
pewsp&pers of the United States, And to their shame be it
,§»!$,, it has invaMably been coupled with infamous Innuendo

alone. She made us think of some hunted creature at bay"
with the world, a creature which had tried to escape its ene
mies, but, overtaken by them, had turned for a last despair
ing and desperate struggle.
Before going into the matter of her address, that address
for which she is now in prison, I will picture her appearance
as well as I can. She is about thirty-four or five years old,
of medium^or a little under medium size. Her features are
delicate and clear cut, the nose slightly aquiline. Her skin
smooth and pale, except when under the excitement of
speaking, then two crimson spots burn on her cheeks, and in
her eyes is a lurid light. Her hair is dark brown, short and
wavy. Her dress perfectly plain, of fine material, made up
sufficiently in the mode to escape an old-time appearance,
yet without an effort at effect. When in repose her manners
are composed and dignified. When speaking she has all the
action and fervor of a tragic actress. She might be called
handsome, but that one sees in her aspect and her eyes she
has suffered more than her share of the sorrows of humanity.
In looking on her, we do not think to admire, we only feel for
her the profoundest pity. At least that is the way she
affected me. Her face, the saddest I ever saw, tells of
•wrecked hopes, and a cruel battle with life. This particular
speech, for the utterance and printing of which she is now in
•jail, was indeed unequaled for audacity and boldness; it was
a daring denunciation of the vices and crimes of the highest,
the richest, the most powerful of the rich and powerful inthat country. The papers call it obscene; it may have been
every word false for anything I know, but it certainly was
not obscene. There was not an obseene word or description
in it. . It was fiercely denunciatory, fiery, and scandalous, but
not obscene. The paper in which the accusations of that
speech are restated, I have not, but in the New York Tribune
of November 5th, her lawyer states that he has read the paper
from first to last, and that it does not contain ©ne obscene
word. That lawyer also states, that the men Mrs. Woodhull
has so openly accused of horrible vices, dare not meet those
charges openly, and so revenge themselves by throwing Mrs.
W. in prison on a charge of obscenity. Obscenity is the
meanest, the most disgusting offense a human being can com
mit. People naturally shrink from the very word. To hear
one of my own sex charged with it, is a pain and mortification.
For this reason, while the whole world seems united to con
demn this unfortunate woman, I wish to lift from her some
[From the Memphis (Tehn.) Appeal, Nov. 17.]
of the load unjustly laid on her. Every Northern paper calls
WOODHULL—MRS. E. A. MERIWETHER’S ACCOUNT OUT THE her speech on September 11th, obscene, though it was not
SPEECH FOR WHICH MRS. WOODHULL IS NOW IN PRISON.
that; it was such as would inevitably rouse the rage of many
Editors Appeal.—As Mrs. Victoria Woodhull is yet in rich and powerful men. It was, in fact, a declaration of war
jail for certain statements made in her speech in Boston on against those men. Of course they will use tkeir power' to
September 11, and restated in her journal of November 2d, crush her to the earth.
and as it happened myself and family were in Boston at that
Mrs. Woodhull’s speech poured out a stream”of flame; it
time and heard that most astonishing, not to say stunning, blew over the shocked audience like a hot blast. Editors,
speech, an accurate account of said speech may prove of in teachers, preachers, she spared not. She rudely tore aside
terest to your Southern readers. Ifwill give them some idea the cloak of religion and morality and high respectability,
of the strange state of society up in those Puritan regions— which she said enwrapped those high and mighty men, and
those regions of the t©o “ trooly loil,” unleavened with any held up their social sins and iniquities to the glare of day.
taint of the “ degraded seCesh. ”
And we all shuddered as we looked. And those high and
Some of my very particular and timid friends may wonder mighty Boston men • shuddered and quaked too, for they
why I should go to see and hear a woman so talked of as is seemed to dread she would seize their names and hold up
Mrs. Woodhull. I went because I remembered tee knew their vices to be gazed at by the world. Mrs. Woodhull did
nothing against her; all we knew was from the vituperations not go for those editors, teachers, and preachers in any in
of the Northern press, which G. F. Train says is venal to a definite, gingerly way. She called out their names boldly,
shameful degree. The praise or blame of that press poured and stated of what they were guilty. Henry Ward Beecher
out on any woman should never affect our judgment. I, for suffered severely. She said he was one of the world’s wor
one, can never forget, for four years nearly every editor in shiped—he was, in fact, a living lie; he preached a Christthe North lavished on us, the mothers, wives and daughters like purity of life—and he preached it every Sunday to his mis
of the South, every abusive adjective the language contains. tresses, members of his church, sitting in their pews, robed in
For us those Northern editors never had a softer word than silks and satins and high respectability! She said for ten years
secesh shriekers, a milder than she-adders, she-devils, etc. Beecher had carried on a criminal intimacy with Mrs. Tilton,
One writer boldly and impudently asserted that nearly every a member of his church, and was the father of some of her
white woman in the South, especially “the proud daughters children. She said society was a whited sepulchre, fair with
of the slave aristocracy,’’carried on h'ustms with their father’s out, rotten within, full of hypocrisies and shams. She be
black slave men ; that we, the white educated women of the lieved it her mission to show up the shams, to uncover the
South, preferred the illicit loves of negro men to the honor hypocrisies. When she had finished off Beecher she came
able loves of the white men in the South. The pamphlet back to Boston and lifted some of its editors^.high in the air,
containing these horrible lies was circulated broadcast over and scorched them with her fiery accusations. These, she
the north. In the lecture-rooms they were scattered among cried, were the world’s high and holy; too high and holy to
the people freely. The London Times strongly commented touch the hem of her garments; so high and|holy they claimed
on the outrage to decency contained in that pamphlet. If the right to cast stones on her. Then, in the most impassioned
one single Northern editor condemned or denied those lies I accents, she demanded if there was a single immaculate being
have yet to learn the fact. Yet now that chaste, puritan in that hall, he should rise to his feet and cast on her the
press holds up its hands in holy horror and hides its innocent stones! Whereupon, right in the middle of the hall, up from
cheeks in shame at mention of the secret licentiousness of its the dense crowd, a forlorn, seedy-looking fellow, with a small
own rich and powerful men. Mrs. Woodhull has excited the carpet bag in his hand, rose to his feet, and every eye was
ire of that press; she is at war with that society, and I, for turned on him. Mrs. Woodhull paused, and for a moment
one, refuse to condemn her on their abuse. On the contrary, surveyed the forlorn figure claiming to bo immaculate. Per
when every paper in the North so persistently and so grossly haps she thought he had the stones in his carpet bag.
abuses a woman, I shall be the more inclined to believe she Whether because of the immaculateness, or because of the
may possess many good, if not really noble qualities. Influ stones I- cannot say, but that Bosten audience would not
enced by these feelings when in Boston, last September, with tolerate the “Immaculate ” a single instant. First it broke
my husband, I went to the Andrews Hall where a convention into a shout of derisive laughter, then it hissed like a
was going on, and where Mrs. Woodhull was expected to thousand snakes, then it howled “Put him out! Put him
speak. The hall was crammed and jammed with people. out!” The astonished “ Immaculate ” cowered down in his
Some half-a-dozen men were on the platform; motions and seat, and Mrs. W.’s fiery flame went on, until she suddenly
resolutions were going on. .One or two short addresses were stopped, and flashed from the platform and out at the sidemade by different members of the convention. We soon dis door just as swiftly as she had flashed in. And everybody sat
covered there was g-reat impatience for Mrs. Woodhull’s ap as if astonished. This is as strictly accurate as I can picture
pearance. Everybody seemed eager to hear her. All of a that scene. It was bitter, burning, damaging, but not in one
sudden, from a side door, a female form flashed in, and iota obscene.
Mrs. Woodhull is making war on rich and powerful men.
flashed on the platform, and confronted the expectant crowd.
Her movement was swift, her air and expression high- The New York Tribune says one of these men told him he
wrought, as a tragic queen’s when she rushes on the stage meant to “ run her to the earth, if it took every hour of his
before the footlights, surcharged with impassioned feeling. life, and every dollar of his fortune.” If Mrs. Woodhull has
A sort of electric shock swept over the assembly striking it lied on these men, it is their business to prosecute her for
to a dead stillness, as if waiting a thunder-clap. We had not slander. They injure their own cause when they throw her
long to wait; it came, indeed, a*' thunder-clap: It did not in jail on a false accusation. If what I have written be ob
startle, it stunned us. Mrs. Woodhull tossed back her hair, seene, then was her speech obscene. Above all, our Southern
in high tragic style, and poured out a torrent of flame. It gentlemen should scorn to adopt and re-echo the abuse of a
made our flesh to creep and our blood to run cold. Its effect press and a people which for four years lavished all such
on myself and husband was a positive pain, partly arising abuse on Southern women. If Mrs. Woodhull has told false
from the profoundest pity for a creature so wronged as she hoods on Beecher and Mrs. Tilton, it is easy enough to put
proclaimed herself, and feeling those: wrongs so keenly as she them down, Mrs. W. publicly declares tjjiat six weir
seemed to feel them, and making that desperate fight with | widely-known persons, five of them now living in New York |
0 fee grasat pqw§ of fart'A m if* were, »lpg?@ hmdM ptul I pare
Mm kfid otten talkpfi tj? tier of m fsmiif §|«|;
tion of this warfare on a woman—no pen to write a brave
word in defense of this soul that is grounded on the very
bottom rock of moral courage ? Have men forgotten that she
has been and is to-day a faithful wife ’ Have women forgot
ten that she has braved the perils of motherhood? Aye, have
Christians forgotten that her life has been a living crucifixion,
and that one deed, at least, of hers will not pale in eternity,
even though set in the glare of the immortal halo that encir
cles the brow^of Jesus?
Victoria C. Woodhull in prison! And for what ? Ostensi
bly for mailing obscene literature; really for telling the truth
about a famous divine who hasn’t the consistency to preach
two sermons on the same line of thought, nor the moral
courage to defend his unpopular utterances.
And now she lies in jail, refusing the bail that has been
offered, even braving the precarious issue of New York jus
tice, and trusting that time and the public conscience will set
her right at last. We believe that she will be so righted ulti
mately ; not because of our faith in man, but because ®f our
faith in the triumph ofJust and true principles which are to
fashion men more and more in the resemblance of their Crea
tor. By suffering is yie soul expanded. Surely when we
trace the path of Victoria C. Woodhull through all the life-long
labyrinth of its exquisite tortures, we may well stand with
uncovered head and say: this is a soul grown strong through
suffering—a chastened soul, through fiery purgatory; a great
soul, by reason of the expansion of experience; who of us
shall presume to fathom its secret springs of action or sit in
judgment on the deeds which it ordains?
But why this wide-spread prejudice against the woman?
Forsooth she is a “free lover!” And men and women
handle the thought as if there were pollution in its simple
consideration, forgetting thaA love never has and never can
be fettered—is and always will be “free.” We apprehend
that the widespread horror engendered by this term results
rather in the vile reflex it meets in the hearts of those who
condemn it than in the idea itself. When people speak and
live truly there’ll be less “ casting of stones ” by licentiously
leprous hands. Our hat comes off for this woman in prison—
even Yictoria C. Woodhull, the much calumniated wife and
mother, whose life has been a battle, but whose stars of des
tiny are set amidst the glory of victory.
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Tilton case. These six are, Beecher himself, Mrs. Tilton her
self, Theodore Tilton, Mrs. Cady Stanton, Mrs. Darvis, wife
of ex-Senator Davis of Rhode Island, and Mr. Moulton of
New York. If these six will put their signatures to a paper,
stating that Mrs. Woodhull’s story is but the crazy chimera
of her brain, the world will believe them. But, if they make
no denial, and all the power of wealthy enemies is brought to
bear on a corrupt judiciary 'to persecute and imprison Mrs.
W. for a crime she has not committed, then indeed her ene
mies may enjoy the satisfaction of seeing her suffer, but it
will hardly lift from them the load Of suspicion under which
they lie.
People seem to think Mrs. Woodhull’s odd views of mar
riage laws, etc., should debar her from justice of any sort—
should ban her forever from the benevolence of the world.
I give no assent to Mrs. W.’s erroneous opinions, yet, believ
ing those errors born of her bitter experience, I will not hate
her for them. We should make allowance for the mistakes
of a woman who has been so keenly wrung, so outrageously
wronged. Mrs. Woodhull hates marriage and shudders at the
word husband. Can we wonder at it? Those two things,
marriage and husband, represent to Mrs. Woodhull the sum
of all suffering, they stand for long years of torment and
torture. To more fortunate women, marriage and husband
mean, peace, love, honor and happiness. The fortunate and
unfortunate can never see life fiom the same stand-point.
Mrs. Woodhull was married at fourteen years of age, to a
man who was, or who became, a debauchee and drunkard,
and died a sot. For sixteen years she submitted to be bruised
and beaten and kicked and hauled by the hair and starved
and steeped in the dregs of poverty, by the man from whom
she had expected love and happiness. When I remember
how it hurts a woman’s heart to receive even one little word
of displeasure, one little shadow of coldness from the man
she has married, the wonder is, not that Mrs. Woodhull
learned to hate marriage, and to shudder at the name of hus
band, but that she did go quite mad and hate all humanity
besides ?
E. A. Mebiwethek.
[From the Hartford (Conn.) Times.']
THE BIECHEK SCAXDAL—BETTER EROM A PHILADELPHIA
LADY.

November 25.
A friend has placed
in my hands an excerpt from your paper of late date, entitled
“ The Woodhulls,” in which you refer to comments by the
New Haven Journal, and quote the Meriden Recorder. Your
article inspires me to believe that you are one of the few edi
tors who would see justice done in this great public scandal
which involves Messrs Beecher and Tilton and others. I
therefore take the liber ty of addressing yon upon the subject.
I beg leave to reproduce the words of the Meriden Recorder,
because they seem to me t© be eminently sensible, and fur
nish me with a “ text
Philadelphia,

Editors

op the

Hartford Times:

It is poor taste to revile Mrs. Woocllmll so long as Theodore Tilton,
Frank Moulton, Mrs. Stanton and Mrs, Davis, by tkeir painful silence in
this terrible affair, give us reason to believe’ that only the truth has been
spoken.

And now, Mr. Editor, what the public want and will have,
is the truth in regard to Mrs. Woodhull’s story about Beecber,
Tilton, etc. Mrs. Woodhull’s tale may be the vilest libel ever
printed; and whether it is false or true, the fact remains that
she has stabbed her once warmest friends; for it is well
known by many that Mr.'Beecher was her practical, good
friend, manifesting the sincerity of his devotion to her, by
no less generous deeds than paying for the use of Steinway
Hall, in order to enable her to lecture there (a sum not far
from $200); and of Mr. Tilton’s cordial friendship for her, all
the world knows. That she deliberately wronged her own
friends, then, in the story to which I have referred, must re
main a damning fact against her; and that in so wronging
them she tramples upon her so often proclaimed principles;'
namely, that matters therein spoken of “are the private
property of persons implicated, and do not belong to the
world,’’is also true. And there are many who believe her,
not without color of reason, no better than a blackmailer.
For Mrs. Woodhull, then, in her character of “friend,”
maligner or blackmailer, no just person can have sympathy.
But all this does not warrant Mr. Beecher, or Mr. Tilton,
or Mrs. E. Cady Stanton, in the “painful silence” which they
observe in this important hour, nor does it justify the United
States authorities in keeping Sirs. Woodhull and her sister
in prison upon a charge which they know .cannot be sustained.
The best legal talent of this city has been consulted on the
matter; and the incarceration of Mrs. W. on the charge of
the diffusion of obscene literature, as for anything contained
In her paper of November 2, is scouted and denounced as “ an
outrage which menaces the liberty of American citizens;” so
we as a people have something to look to on this head. But
the man Challis may properly complain of her for libel, and
cause her to be imprisoned.
Let us “ survey the field ” for a moment. Mr. Beecher is
attacked in an article, the “ internal evidence ” of which ex
cites credence in most of those who read it, and which makes
many of Mr. Beecher’s oldest and best friends, at least fear,
that his life has not been spotless. But Mr, Beecher, en
sconcing Imnself behind his “dignity” and his pulpit, refuses
even to deny the charge. If he is guilty it is probable that
he has taken the wisest course, for the present, and perhaps
for the future. Mr. Beecher should reflect that the people
are not all stupid; and many of the best of them say, (such is
the case in Philadelphia certainly) that an innocent man
would not delay to deny the charge in the broadest and most
explicit terms* So deep is this conviction here, that were
Mr. Beecher to come to Philadelphia, he vyould find that
some of his warmest admirers have already lost faith in him.
Within a week, at least, from the first publication of the fear
ful story, Mr. Beecher should have come before the world
with a dignified denial, if he is innocent. His personal dig
nity, his genius and his pulpit cannot protect him. Only his
open declaration can avail him now—unless it be the denial
,,Bf Mr. and Mrs. Tilton. Has Mr. Beecher no cwsidetatica
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for Mrs. Tilton in regard to the terrible position m which she
is placed before the world by his silence ? has he lost all
Christian sympathy ?
Mr. Tilton’s conduct is quite as strange and significant as
that of Beecher. If Mrs. Tilton is guiltless, why does her
husband allow the world to think otherwise ? And if Mr.
Tilton has no self-respect in the matter, how is it that a man
of whose gallantry we women have heard so much; one who
has put himself forward at the champion of our sex; a man of
superior knowledge, of reputed and noble sensibilities, can
allow his wife to be thus attacked, without making the least
effort in her defence ? His silence in the case should stamp
Tbeodore Tilton as either a coward or a moral monster, con
niving at the infamy of his wife—unless it be a fact, that
Beecher is a guilty man, and that poor Tilton, confounded,
knows not which way to turn. But if Beecher is, to Tilton’s
knowledge, guilty, then should he, Tilton, now come forward
and proclaim it; for poor Mrs. Tilton cannot suffer more in
the public estimation than she is now suffering through the
painful silence of her husband. Tilton must do his duty
now, or be visited with even more infamy than is justly or
unjustly cast upon him. But he has children as well as a
wife. How comes it that he is so stultified as to be regardless
of their interests ?
The Meridan Recorder refers to Mrs. Davis, Mrs. Stanton
and Mr. Moulton. The first-named lady is, I am told,
abroad. Her friends here do not accept all Mrs. WoodhuLTs
story in regard to her, and say that when Mrs. Davis comes
to explain the matter, so far as she understands it, or it may
have been recounted to her, it will be found quite another
affair than what Mrs. Woodhull makes it, though bad. enough.
But Mrs. E. Cady Stanton’s course needs explanation. The
papers have stated that Mrs. Stanton, being at Lewistown, Me., on reading Mrs. WoodhnlTs story, denounced it
as far as it related to herself. Perhaps she did deny some
thing. But Mrs. S. is a public woman, and knows how to
write; why have we not a card from her, explaining the mat
ter in full ? I will tell you, Mr. Editor: simply because Mrs.
Stanton dare not imperil her own reputation for veracity
for she has herself charged Mr. Beecher, to parties residing
in this city and known to me, the writer, and elsewhere, with
very much the same offences of which Mrs. Woodhull speaks.
Mrs. Stanton’s “ free love” views are well known to be in
accord with the most of Mrs. WoodhuLTs opinions, as her ad
dress at the “ Decade meeting” of 1870 shows. She has en
couraged her in her career as a “free lover,” as is well known
to several. What, then, is the cause of Mrs. Stanton’s “pain
ful silence” in this crisis ? Does she not know that her sister
lies in jail, suffering obloquy (so far as Beecher is concerned)
for utterances toward which, if Mrs. S. has not given direct
encouragement and prompting, she certainly has sustained
her, and the like of which she has herself made, here and
there ? If Tilton, a young man, is permitted to be a coward,
are we, therefore to allow this elderly and once bold and de
fiant woman to show the “ white feather” too ? Does Mrs.
Stanton lack the due sense of honor to come forward and res
cue Mrs. Woodhull, her protege, her once intimate compan
ion (and that not a dozen months ago, as I know) from at
least these unmerited assaults, if any are made upon her?
And now a word regarding Mr. Frank Moulton. Of the
, integrity, culture and fine social position of this gentleman
we are fully assured; and we are also authentically informed
that his “painful silence” means a great deal; for whether
Mr. Moulton, at the point of a pistol, extorted from Mr.
Beecher such a paper as Mrs. Woodhull defines or not, it is
certain that he forced Mr. Beecher to deliver up a paper of
some kind. Mr. Moulton is a gentleman, who does not go to
vulgar extremes; and the fact that he felt obliged to compel
Mr. Beecher to deliver up that paper, as he did, is sufficient
evidence that the paper was an important one, and that Mr.
Moulton considered that Mr. Beecher had forfeited esteem
as a gentleman, if not as a Christian. If Mr. Beecher, rely
ing upon his former reputation, scornfully refuses to notice
Mrs., W.’s main charges, perhaps he could be induced to ex
plain the cause of Mr. Moulton’s ungracious visits to him.
One thing is sure, namely, that if Mr, ])L ever breaks his
“ painful silence” (for he will not lie), it will be found that an
important paper was wrested by him from Mr. Beecher; and
th.at this paper relates to the act which Mr. Beecher, for rea
sons of his own, does not yet see fit to make public.
Now, Mr. Editor, under the circumstances, is it too much
to ask Mr. Beecher, Mr. Tilton, Mrs. Stanton and Mr. Mcfolton to give the public the facts in the case ? It is no longer a
private, personal affair; and no amount of sophistry or as
sumption of dignity on the part of the persons most directly
concerned in it will satisfy the public. The stain upon them
is indelible unless their hands can and do erase it.

few such articles have been written. In the vigor of its style
—in the connected history, with names and dates—it was re
markable. The charge was unlawful intimacy with the wife
of Theodore Tilton. What Mr. Tilton said—the part that Mr.
Frank Moulton took in it—what Mrs. Stanton said and knew,
and what Mrs. Paulina Davis and Mrs. Laura C. Smith wrote
and deplored, were all published. Why Tilton was silent,
and the rest, we are left to conjecture. Whether these
women, sisters, were good or bad, or had been good and bad
in their past lives, may be a matter of fair inquiry in connec
tion with the question, as to whether this remarkable article
was in the cause of justice or blackmail.
But this is not the very important feature of the ease,
which prompted us to allude to it in this article. A few
days after the article appeared, the United States Marshals
swooped down upon the women, on a' charge of violating
United States law by sending obscene matter through the
mails. The suit was brought at the instance of a broker
named Challis, who was charged in the same paper with se
duction. This was a pretence, evidently. Had the article
appeared in the New York Times there would have been no
arrest for sending obscene matter through the mails. The
women were held in the excessive bail bonds of $8,000 each;
and the husband of one of them in the sum of $10,000. Had
the owners or publishers of any journal, printed in New
York, outraged decency by obscene publications, the laws of
New York applied to them. The officers of that State wer©
capable of arresting, and the State Courts had power to pun
ish in the district where the offence was committed. But
under the new order of government, which cripples the peo
ple and consolidates central power, the U. S. Marshals arrest
these women, a U. S. Court holds them in excessive bail
bonds and U. S. officers conduct them to prison.
>——
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MORAL COURAGE!
*• Honor and shame from no condition rise.
Act well your part, there all the honor lie®.*’

In another place we have spoken of moral cowardice,
setting forth the fact of its fearful and wide-spread preva
lence. Here we propose to speak of its opposite, which,
though confined to a small number' of individuals, shines
with the greater brilliancy in their persons from the small
ness of the number of, comparisons. We" confess that the
conspicuous absence from our prison of some, whom w©
counted as equal to any emergency, was a source of deep
regret; but the presence of others entirely unexpected, re
lieved the regret of some of its pangs. These, too, were
mostly persons whose unaffected modesty may cause them to
shrink from the public mention of their names in connection:
; with the humane conduct to us. To even visit us, especially
in prison, is, in the eyes of this condemning community,
quite sufficient to incur its indignant judgments, and it, iiY
deed, required not a little moral strength to challenge ita
displeasure.
j
The least expected, perhaps, of all drawn to us by the
recent movement, as well as the very first to come to the
faont, was a person of world-wide notoriety, than whom,
perhaps, with the exception of ourselves, there has been no
one more generally and persistently abused by the press.
In the language of that press, he is fanatic, infidel, lunatic,
and, in short, everything else that we have been represented
except a Free-lover. Towering head and shoulders above
any of his-, calumniators, however, this man stands the best
representative of moral courage of his sex. He has traveled
all the various and thorny roads of life, and learned the
truth proclaimed by the wise man of ancient time, “ Yanity
of vanities, all things are vanity and, though this has
taught him to almost universally despise individuals, he is
possessed of a large love for humanity. Known as he is to
few, appreciated and comprehended by none, he goes up
and down the world delivering sledge hammer blows upon
and smashing the rocks of superstition, ignorance and tra
dition, warning the people, “to flee from the wrath to
come.” He is an egotist, but of that rare type which cornea
from a knowledge of his own powers, mid without which
he would be unfit to enact the role that lies before him in
the coming revolution.

Such is George Francis Train, who, by his semi-daily
visits to us in prison, never made without bringing some
thing to render confinement less tedious, and by his un
limited fund of anecdote and epigram, lightened the weary
[Hartford Times, Nov. 18,1872.]
days of onr incarceration, and showed that there is at least
THE CENTRAL POWER—ITS PROGRESS.
Steadily the isentral power is moving onward aggressively, one person of social position who appreciates the motives
as despotism always moves. Under the loose construction that move us.
put upon the “amendments,” which were in the interest of
In direct contradistinction to this character stands that of
centralism, the United States government is taking possession Laura Guppy Smith, whose immediate hitherward flight,
of the people, and ruling them. The servants are becoming
the masters of the people. The United States marshals are when she heard of our arrest, seemed as though made from
putting irons on the waists of as many citizens as they the land of spirits. Pure-minded, sympathetic and lovely,
choose to crush. So the people are getting used to the with a soul as unsullied as the snow before it rests upon
power, and they are quiet. In the election laws of .Congress mother earth ; sublime in her simplicity, unassuming in her
are provisions that if any judge, or officer of a State Court, or dignity, but impregnable in her courage, this woman, of all
if any executive or municipal officer of any State, shall inter other women, occupies the warmest place in our hearts.
fere with a United States marshal when he is acting under Such a soul as this requires no expressed thanks for con
the United States law, such j udge or State officer shall be tinuous missions of humanity. The consciousness of hav
fined $5,000 and pvsfc in prison for three years. This is to sup ing been only a woman, when a sister needed her, is a higher
press the writ of habeas corpus, to override all State laws,
reward than any we can give, is a “peace that passeth all
and make the people dependent on and subjects of the central
power. Let us point to a few recent examples of the practical understanding,” with which nothing of the earth and
transitory caff compare. We are sorry, indeed, that any
results of this and other late laws of Congress.
Two women, sisters—a Mrs. Yf oodhull and a Miss Claflin— thing should liave found its way into Ike Train Ligue to
lately published a remarkable attack upon the Rev. Henry wound this sensitive spirit. It was our fault, and entire^
Ward Beecher. In the history pf j ournalism, good and bad, unintended in the sense in which it has been received.
Jdstitia.
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To Dr. Augustus D. Ruggles and wife, of Brooklyn, who, of all intellectual, moral and spiritual gifts. In the social taking that position. We do not think many of those who
with unflinching fidelity, through good and ill-report, have department, we have too much self-respect to assume to be any so recently advocated Gen. Grant’s election will fail to feel
labored unceasingly in our flehalf, we are largely indebted thing but what our lives really are, and known to be by those the force of our conclusion when they shall search tho
foiyour release on bail. Offering early to become our surety, whose relations to us are such as to make that knowledge lengthy message of the President elect and fail to find a sin
for reasons best known in the District Attorney’s office, lie certain; but we will propose to put our lives and characters gle word about woman suffrage. It is not an issue. He does
was refused, as were various others who offered. As fre in comparison with any or all of the various persons who not consider that suffrage is one of the dues the party owes
quently as persons appeared to give bail, so frequently was have daubed our reputations with the slurs of sexual to the loyal women. Nor does he recognize that the
influence from some quarters—perhaps not so definitely j debauchery generated in their own imaginations. That is question of suffrage and of the extention of rights ought
known to us as to warrant an oath upon the subject, but j plain, terse and impossible of misconception.
to have respectful consideration, at his hands, since ho
nevertheless sufficiently well known to be convincing—
ignores it altogether. Indeed it cannot, in his judgment,
brought to bear which prevented either their willingness or
comport with the new idea of a third term and after that of
THE
WORLD” ON THE EQUAL SEXUAL
their acceptance. But against all efforts, some "of which
a life tenure. Relying upon the unexpectedly large majority
MORALITY.
would have shaken even long-time friends, Dr. Ruggles, a
received at the recent election, Gen. Grant undoubtedly feels
short-time acquaintance, was invulnerable. He received,
that he is sufficiently strong in the hearts of the people to
In a recent article in tbe World the editor of that paper “play for any stake.” No greater presumption than this
during two weeks after his interest was known, a large num
ber of anonymous letters, containing all conceivable sorts of took considerable pains to exhibit his ignorance of law and has been the fatal rock upon which many a greater man than
threats to be executed upon him unless he ceased his sup logic by berating in egotistic style the women who, beaded Gen. Grant has grounded, and when he began to entertain it
port of those “awful women.” He could not help wonder by Susan B. Anthony, voted at Rochester. As is usual in his destiny was sealed. From that moment nothing can be
ing, if this prosecution is in the interest of purity, as all discussions of this subject by anti-suffragists, the prece more certain than that he will fall into ruin and dis
opposed to obscenity in language, why it is that it is main dent of custom was assumed to he' the inexorable law, while grace and leave the Presidential Chair either as a felon or as
tained upon the most opposite possible theory ; for, search the claim that the Fourteenth Amendment, in declaring an exile. Mark this well! It is already decreed, and no hu
the language and cull all the obscene words it contains, and women to he citizens, and consequently voters, was easily man power can avert the coming doom!!!
they are found in these letters, wiitten by people who are overslaughed by ignoring a recent- decision of the Supreme
------—>—<«—•---------interested against us, else whence and why were they Court of the United States upon the question of intent. The
MAIL
MATTER IN TRANSITU.
written ? Why should not they be prosecuted? Remember intent of the framers of this amendment has nothing what
these parties are either prosecuting us directly or aiding and ever to do with its legal and logical meaning. If the editor
In answer to a eommunication from the Postmasterabetting the prosecuting for sending obscene literature of the World write an article in such indefinite and doubtful
through the mails. Do they think, when they deposit phraseology as to really convey a great deal more than it is General, the Attorney-General has decided that Post-office
their villainous letters in the Post-office to' be mailed, his intent to convey, he would he held responsible for what officials have no right to open or detain letters or other
that they became liable for precisely what we have been he wrote, not for what he intended to write. If he agree in matter transmitted through the Post-office, though they may
indicted for doing ? Isn’t it clear from these things that writing to convey away all his property, while intending to know that they contain obscene matter; and adds, that
the prosecution against us is purely a matter of personal convey only the half of it, the whole is nevertheless con Postmasters have no more authority to open letters other
malice, the parties to it not only writing the most villainous veyed. If he say that all persons employed upon- the World than those addressed to themselves, than any other citizens
obscenity, but also sending it in the mails ? But they are all shall receive a certain advance of wages, while intending to of the United States have to open the same.
Of this the World says:
anonymous, so there is no proof to reach them. Equally say that only one-half shall have it, the whole will be entitled
And
a pretty state of things it develops when such a decision becomes
with Dr. Ruggles, though perhaps not under such a constant to the advance. So it is with the amendment. It must be
necessary. It is equivalent to a commission of judges deciding that John
fire from tfie enemy, has Mi’. Wm. H. King shown an un interpreted to mean what its language, judged by tbe common Doe has no right to filch Kichard Roe’s purse. Everybody would say:
daunted front. These gentlemen, with Mr. MacKinley, Mr. use and acceptance of words, reasonably conveys. But it so To what towering heights theft has gone to thus exalt itself almost into
Fisher M. Clark and Mr. James Kiernan, became our bonds happens that its language is not indefinite. Its statements the attitude of honesty! And what a fine recommendation this decision
men in the eight suits that are pending against-us, together are models of terseness and clearness, and are made in posi gives us of the meditated postal telegraph job. If the Post-office people
have been in the habit of opening letters, what is to prevent them from
justifying in the sum of over a quarter of a million dollars, tive terms, entirely different from the usual negations of con suppressing telegrams? Fancy, for instance, a clerk who has been
quite enough to secure the attendance at a court, where the stitutional law. All persons'are citizens. There is no room taught to believe it a sort of official prerogative to break seals, lighting
for evasion or equivocation here, and seeing this, opponents on a dispatch which may contravene his private views or militate
parties are only too anxious to appear.
fly to the fallacious argument put forth in the very teeth of against his own little speculation. Ths plea, of course, is that you must
To the other friends who had the courage to come to us,
see what is in a letter before you can tell whether it be unmailable, as
all the authorities, that “ a citizen is not a voter.”
to those who remembered our physical needs, we can only
being obscene; but the State authorities are better protectors of public
We did not propose to discuss the question of the constitu morality than the Post-office Department possibly can be. It is easy to
say, you are all treasured in our hearts. In the future, when
tionality of impartial suffrage, hut referred to this article crush out filthy printing-houses, but hard to endure a rascally espionage
the Ifattle we are fighting shall have been won, whether we
for the purpose of reaching an unmanly and ungraceful slur of tho mails.
shall survive or not, you will find your reward, since the
upon our theory of social freedom. A brutal reference to
record is made in heaven, and can never be obliterated.
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
our imprisonment is followed by a degrading fling at equal
sexual morality, conveying the idea that by it we mean, all
My Dear Yictoria: Driven to bay at last you have turned,
Sighifcaxt Hedging.—The Star is authority for the fol women shall degrade themselves to the level of the habitues
of Greene and Houston streets. Honesty and candor ought poor hunted child, and dealt a cruel blow on the weak in
lowing significant piece of informatin: “At a meeting of
to he manifest in the discussion of all questions by a journal struments of men, such men as the editors of- the Herald,
the Board of Ministers Saturday last, Theodore Tilton was of the pretensions of the World; hut when the editor wrote the Tribune, the Sun, etc. Every one of the women you
adjudged to be morally insane.”
the article in question he knew he was neither honest or name have been hounded by these men, and now that it suits
candid, and that he wrote it from the standpoint of bigoted them they make cats’-paws of them to hunt you. The first
prejudice to cater to an ignorant public opinion. He knows time I ever saw Mrs. Phelps I was told by a man that she
A WORD TO THE PRESS.
we mean by sexual equality that men and women who con was a woman of damaged reputation. T. W. Higinson said
sort together should be held to the same standard of mor the same of Mrs. Blake in a meeting of ladies in Providence.
Thebe may be such a thing as carrying mere personal ality. A woman who lives in Greene street is equally as I was urged to avoid these women, hut it was not for me to
abuse, predicated upon the hearsay stories of ' gossip, a step moral as a man who visits her there; and the man is equally make war on any one who would work for woman’s freedom.
too'far—a step the taking of which is forbidden by personal as immoral as the woman. He knows that we mean that a They have not stood by me in my faith in you. But, dear
dignity, public justice and private right. No person, being man who frequents houses of ill-fame has no more right to child, I wish you had let them pass and have taken hold of
an avowed reformer, can be justified in permitting the cause the entree of respectable society than the women have who in those men whose souls are black with crimes and who set up
in which he is engaged to be damaged by direct charges of habit such houses; that if women are ostracised because they to be the censors of morality. They should be torn from
that class of crimes made punishable by imprisonment and have been so unfortunate as to resort to a life of prostitution their throne of the judgment of woman’s morals, and made
denominated felonies. Among this class of crimes is black for a livelibood that the men who furnish them their liveli to shrink from daring to utter one word against any woman
mailing. Members of the press, both in this city and in hood should also be ostracised. No! We would have no so long as they withhold justice from her. Men are the chief
various other-places, have made the charge of blackmailing woman—nor for that matter, no man—degraded below her scandal mongers of the age; it is they who import all the
againBt us, not in any evasive or insinuating way which the present position; but we would have all women who are vile scandals of New York here, and so make society detes
law cannot recognize, but the charge direct. Now, to these now degraded by so-called prostitution raised to the dignity table, You are not befooled by them, hence you must ’ba
journals we say plainly, you have charged a crime which a-nj. position of the men by whom they are prostituted. Does crucified. God in His mercy pity you and give you grace,
we have never either committed nor attempted to commit, t.hia proposition touch the World that its editor squirms so strength and wisdom to do your work aright. But do not
and therefore that it is as infamous to make the charge as fearfully under its application? If the shoe fit, wear it! and again take hold of the “cats’ paws,” excoriate the monkeys,
we should be were we guilty of it. We make no threats ; we if it cause you to flinch, we shall know your feet are tender. the scandal-mongers, the base-hearted, cowardly betrayers of
have no'inclination, even, to indulge in recriminations ; but That’s all!
women’s confidence and honor. Give woman a fair field of
if we were in the place of those who have spoken so freely
equality, and then if she is weak, wicked and mean let her
and so unadvisafble, we should make all possible haste to
THE PRESIDENT AND SUFFRAGE.
bear ber share of the odium.
retract the ungallant, ungraceful and untruthful statements
Ever yours,
Paulina Wright Davis.
which have placed us so disparagingly before the public;
At
tne
gathering
of
the
Republican
leaders
in
Philadel
F
lorence
,
I
taly
,
May,
1872.
besides, it is not less a duty they owe themselves than it is a
phia, they suddenly became aware of the obligations the
right to which we are entitled.
Of the various other charges with which the press is full, Republican party owed to the loyal women of the country,
ADVICE FROM THE SOUTH.
which arise out of the fact that we advocate social freedom, and madeliaste to offer them a sop which they succeeded in
A friend sends us from Rhode Island a private letter
it is not worth our while to take notice. If editors can afford cooking and labelling “ respectful consideration.” Have the
to befoul their columns by heaping upon us the epithets large, intelligent and able body of women who saw in “res received by him from a lady of rare intelligence and culture,
which arise from such advocacy—“Prostitute,” “Harlot,” pectful consideration,” the redemption they failed in obtain in the South, from which we make the following extract. It
“Concubine,” “Degraded Brute,” with other brutal ing as citizens, awakened to tbe realities of tbe situation? is suggested to show the extent that onr views upon the social
terms, we can afford to bear them.
The wisdom Are they aware that they have had “ respectful considera question are held, and by the very best and most cultivated
that dictates -Such things is the foolishness of igno tion?” Are they aware that Susan B. Anthony is having people of the world: “ I agree with you in the estimate of
rance. It shows that those who use them cannot dis “ respectful consideration ” at the hands of the United States Mrs. Woodhull’s letter (referring to an article in the Hen'aid
tinguish between the advocacy of a principle and the District Court for the Northern District of New York, headed ‘ Woodhull’s Defiance.’) It is well written, and just
degradation of that principle to its lowest form of expres which, acting under instructions from Washington, perse my thought; we probably will not live to see her idea uni
sion and the denial of it in all higher forms. It would have cutes her for illegal voting, to which it is said she has felt versally acknowledged, hut a woman married for the sake of
been equally consistent to have charged that Thomas Paine, called upon, according to the World, to enter a plea of ig a home was always to me legalized prostitution. The
George Washington, John Adams and Benjamin Rush advo norance to escape the penalty of a law, which, though securing unhappiness in life appears to me to come from girls think
cated" political freedom because they desired to become beyond doubt tbe right to vote to every citizen, will, as it ing they are in love, and after marrying the object they have
ballot-box stuffers, as it is to charge that we advocate will be administered by this servile court, hold her to its full selected, that man fails to keep the love alive. Don’t say to
me that’s woman’s failing. Somehow I lean, to goodness in
social freedom for the purposes of promiscuous sexual behests?
We stated repeatedly before the election that notwithstand woman. To one mean woman there are twenty-nine bad
intercourse. Because we advocate freedom for the affections
»hea@ self-constituted judges, knowing nothing about our ing the apparent honesty of the Republican platform, we did men. Married women would be angelic, if men remained [
Iiv@89 sssuuus to depict us &$ in the lowest stages of sexual not believe that the party accepted it as committing it to ns husbands what they appear as lovers. No wonder sfi
whsn she hm staked feer all aad find* it ^
woia^a ffifege,
if® saw aoao @1 fee party organs woman, is
^ swom rate m w^mm
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utterly wasted; yet how many women hold up,8even under
this, and remain tender and true to the last of their lives.
But we are as we are. When the time comes for us to love
any one, we cannot resist it; cannot get up and move away
from it as we can from an overheated room. The heat is in
the heart and has to hum itself out there—lying down, sitting
up, no matter how we try to stifle it, it remains.”
San FbanoisCo, Nov. 25,1872.
Dear Yig. and Tennie : For reasons which I shall com

municate to you at some future time, I have not written you
since my arrival on this coast. I am now impelled to express
to you my most hearty sympathy in whatever suffering you
may be made to endure; though, at the same time, I glory in
your martyrdom, by means of which the most necessary
truths must be established, and you be enshrined in the
hearts of all who love freedom and reason more than restraint
and prejudice. In tearing the mask from the social villainies
of which you are the martyrs and women have so long been
the victims, you have established a precedent which, it is to
be hoped, will become a principle of guidance to the press of
the future; consigning men to public reprobation, for acts
they have hitherto had the power to conceal, by ingeniously
casting all the blame on the other sex that should justly
attach to them. To inaugurate such a reform is to enact one
of the greatest works of the ages. To make truth, and not
money, the prevailing power, is not yet to be accomplished
without infinite labor and suffering, and fearless fighting in
this great cause is your mighty destiny. It has been well
said, that the miseries of our present life is, that the du
plicities, the temptations, and the infirmities that surround
us, have rendered the truth and nothing but the truth as
hazardous and contraband a commodity as can possibly be
dealt ini But there must be saviours of the race, who are
ready to perish that truth may be vindicated; for “the affairs
of this world are kept together by what little truth and in
tegrity still remain amongst us.”
I hope soon to return to New York. I thought that there
were some possibilities of reform in this place, but I find it as
socially cramped as anywhere else, and the reign of property
and prejudice paramount. I can say of these Californians
what Gross said of the Delphians, when he compared them to
floating sticks, which seem something of importance at a dis
tance, but are nothing when brought near. I, too, have had
my share of petty annoyance and persecution from the press
gang of this city, as very a set Of pimps to power as ever
sacrificed truth to expediency. I shall endeavor soon to write
you again, having some very interesting matters to communi
cate. Ybur sister in reform, Frances Rose Mackinley.

ill-gotten gains would soon secure his release, and that it little mattered
what became of his victims when poverty and ignorance were always
ready to furnish fresh materials for seduction.
Is Broadway any purer for this degradation of womanhood? Are th®
flaunting signs of infamous dens taken down? Are the proprietors bound
over to assume a virtue though they have it not? Are the women given
an opportunity of making an honest instead of a dishonest living? Kos
not one of these things has been accomplished. The police, acting under
an excess of zeal, from which they suffer spasmodic attacks once or twice
a year, have temporarily shut a few saloons, have made themselves and
their victims notorious, have made law a monster of injustice, hut have
done nothing whatever to remove the plague spots defiling the principal
thoroughfare of America’s greatest city. Now, what shall be done to put
an end to this carnival of vice? Bring the real sinners to justice. We do
not say that women shall be allowed to follow an evil calling with inpunity, but we do insist , upon equality before the law in the punishment of
offenders. Proprietors of concert saloons and houses of ill feme, who,
nine times out of ten, are men, could not possibly carry on their business
did owners of the buildings thus occupied refuse to let them for disrepu
table purposes. If laws he ineifleient, make new ones. Of what use is a
reformed Legislature if the interests of morality are not furthered? It
should be a penal offence to let building for other than decent purposes.
The world should he told not only the fictitious cognomens of wretched
women, hut the real names of men whose church rates are. paid at th®
PROPOSITIONS IN SEXUAL SCIENCE.
expense of damned souls. These are the original criminals. Exterminate
them, and the greatest cause of evil is at once removed. And when next
BASAL PROPOSITIONS.
the police undertake to be virtuous, let them march to the station buyers
First.—The human race is dual—male and female.
as well as sellers of vice. Let the former he put on exhibition, their
names
blazoned abroad, and let them he made to feel that society accords
Second.—Che continuation of, the human race depends
no
more tolerance to male than to female prostitution. Make men
upon the blending of its duality in sexual commerce.
responsible for vice, and they will soon recognize the expediency of vir
Third.—This commerce is natural when governed by the tue. Fear of consequences produces far greater results than the admoni
law of its existence—its regulation by arbitrary law being a tions of conscience. “It is the complicity of our laws that creates th®
corruption of our morals,” says Dumas,
“ Hold men accountable
prostitution of its natural use and purpose.
for ‘ irresistible passion ’ and they will immediately resist it with a virtu®
DE33TNATORY PROPOSITIONS.
of which they never believed themselves capable, in the same way that
First.—Love is sexual attraction, and may be passional they resist the desire of putting into their own pockets the glittering gold
and temporal-}'—passional, intellectual and moral, and con of money changers, because there is a law which pronounces the execu
sequently perfect and permanent, or modifications of thesq, tion of this desire of theft.” Is stealing gold a greater crime against
humanity than stealing a woman’s honor, robbing a city of its decency,
both as to incentive and continuation.
luring the unwary into haunts of dissipation from which none can escap®
Second.—Free Love is the natural name for the relations uncontaminated? It is time that society realized its complicity in the
of the sexes, which primarily result from—and are main infamy that flaunts a brazen face as soon as night sets in. It is time that
laws were made for the guilty rather than for the weak’and unfortunate.
tained by—mutual and reciprocal attraction.
is time that republican institutions meant the triumph of justice.
Third.—Prostitution is the natural name for the rela It Again
we ask, shall the carnival of vice continue? Forty-seven concert
tions of the sexes, wrhich primarily result from—and are saloons in Broadway and the Bowery, representing forty-seven corrupt
maintained by—reasons other than mutual and reciprocal owners of property; forty-seven or more proprietors ever on the alert to
entrap guileless women; three hundred and forty of these women de
attraction.
out of their own consciousness; five thousand patrons, many of
Fourth.—Modern Marriage is a conglomerate modifica graded
whom dare to Icall themselves respectable, and an annual revenue to th®
tion of Free Love and Prostitution—ranging from the first saloons of three million five hundred thousand dollars! Seventy-foul
in its purity to the last in its extreme sense, where sexual thousand dollars a year to every one of these sinks of iniquity!
Picture it, think of It,
disgust replaces delight, and endurance, reciprocity.
Dissolute man!
RESULTANT PROPOSITIONS.
Lave in it, drink of it,
First.—The highest order, of humanity results from sexual
Then, if yon can!

strnce, repudiated that principle and is exercising the most
absolute tyrrany in refusing to grant a speedy and a fair trial
of the parties accused.
Against this action and all others in any way tending to
deprive any citizen of the United States (either male or fe
male) of their just rights, we enter our firm protest.
Dr. I. Seely,
L. T. R. Akin,
Spartansburg.
L. D. Akin,
Mrs. H. G. Seely,
E. B. Fish,
Mrs. E. Doane,
Nrs. P. A. Richards,
Mrs. A. Coney,
Mrs. C. E. Kinney,
Mr. J. F. Doane,
C. P. Eaton,
Mrs. A. L. Doane,
J. Clark Chaffee,
A. W. Gilman,
Mrs. A. A. Foster,
E. S. Anderson.
Mrs. C. P. Eaton,
Mrs. L. A. Young.
[Numerous other letters and resolutions, similar to above,
received since our arrest are crowded out, but will appear
in our next issue.]

Morrow County, O., Oct. 29,1872.
Woodiittel & Craelin : Your resumed issue of the
Weekly, No. 7, is received. I regard it as the most substan
tial, the most forcible specimen of reformatory arguments
ever issued from an American press. It is a bright boulder
cast into the pool of thought that will stir the deep waters of
mortality from centre to circumference. Nothing could have
been more opportune or appropriate under the popular reign
of the false conditions of social life in high as well as low con
ditions. There is an element of power in and out of the
former that will sustain the principle of unmasking the
hypocrisy of society. I trust your mission in this revolu
tionary enterprise will be onward and upward, till your high
est aspirations for social freedom shall become an actuality,
and until our National Government shall be remodelled in
these God-given elements—equal rights to aU citizens.
Carrington,

T. M. Ewing.
Mrs. Woodhull and Miss Claflin—Dear Ladies : Take
heart; all good and thoughtful people know that your paper
has not contained obscene articles intended to foster and en
courage crime, but that you might expose and suppress it.
You have had courage enough to apply the axe of reform at
the root Of this social evil. By placing men on a level with
their victims you force them into a position where they
must rise higher or sink lower in the eyes of the people.
Napoleon once said to Madam de Stael, “ What have women
to do with politics?” She answeced, “ Sire, when woman
can be hung by the law they have a right to know what the
the law is;” and when our young maidens can be debauched
in the horrible manner you describe, I am sure the fathers
and. mothers of the land ought to be acquainted with it, and
take measures to protect their children from such dreadful,
outrageous experiences. Some people seem to think that
the next best thing to knowing- the truth is to conceal it;
but you, dear, noble woman, had the courage to face Mrs.
Grundy and tell the truth as you see it; and a lady once said
to me the difference between Yictoria Woodhull and us is,
that we are cowards and she is not. Therefore, dear friends
to humanity, be of good cheer; public opinion will not let
you remain in confinement, but numberless friends will
gather around you and see that you have justice and vindica
tion.
Sincerely yours for the elevation of the entire human
family.
Eliza Bradford.

relations, in which love is the only element present.
Second.—The lowest order of humanity results from sex
ual relations where there is disgust instead of delight, and
endurance instead of reciprocity.
Third.—The interniediate orders of humanity result from
various modifications of the two extremes.

--------—»—'©>—•-------“Free Love,”—This book was written to demonstrate

the non-exclusive nature of conjugal love. It is admitted to
be the deepest and strongest work on the radical side ever
issued from the American press. Right or wrong, this sub
ject is now destined to be discussed on all sides. The book
is mailed (postpaid) for 70 cents, in paper, and $1 in cloth.
Address Austtn Kent, Stockholm county, N. Y. 'Write your
address full and plain.
---------------------- «--------------------------------—-

THE HERALD AND THE SOCIAL QUESTION.
If any doubt that our persistent advocacy of the social
question in its relation to the inequalities and the degrada
tion of woman has exerted a beneficial influence upon public
opinion, let them carefully read the following from a columnand-a-half editorial in the New York Herald of 22d ultimo,
entitled “The Carnival of Yice—Shall Law he Leagued
With It ?”
After depicting to the life the various scenes in the Con
cert Saloons, the Prisons and the Tombs Court, it says :
Now, In the name of humanity, in the name of womanhood, we ask
whether this disgraceful spectacle shall' be repeated? In the name of moralily, we ask what good has been attained? In the name of justice, we
ask how dare the law visit its rigor and every possible indignity upon the
unfortunate women, while their tempters, proprietors of concert saloons,
can he hailed for live hundred dollars or less, and the men who by their
patronage keep alive the beastly traflic are allowed to go free? If this be
law, then is law the work of the devil, and the sooner justice takes its
place the better for our fame. Which, we ask, is worse?—the young girl
who, reared in poverty and vice, sells her soul for the sake of keeping
alive her body for a few years, or the man who, able to gain an honest
living, prefers to make a fortune by paying girls for their prostitution?
Again, which is worse?—the low-born proprietor of a concert saloon who
trades in vice or the better-born patron who seeks it for the gratification
of depraved passion? Tet the greater the extenuation the less leniency;
and that class which is weakest, which needs all the charity that Christ
gave it of old and would give it to-day, is dragged through public mire
only to he rendered the more hopeless, the more hardened, the more cor
rupt. Among older women with bloated countenances—for few are the
women who can bear the horrops of an'impure life without the perpetual
stimulant of liquor—sat girls overcome by their abandoned situation.
One golden-haired, blue-eyed girl of sixteen, moaned as if her heart would
break. Another refused to he comforted. Will these unfortunates be
made better by the brand of Saturday night? Do yon call them aban
doned? Amid the wreck of womanhood one spark of divinity is still left
—the spark that redeemed Nancy Sykes. Hardly one among them hut
turned despairingly to the man she loved and for whom, in many cases,
she erred. The woman capable of loving, though it he a Bill Sykes, is
not lost; the woman plying a bad career, who never neglects her chil
dren, is still a woman. And shall women be treated like beasts of prey?
If they are treated as such will they not become such? “ Why don’t they
arrest the proprietors and let ns alone?” exclaimed one woman in desper
ation. “ If they were put out of the way,” cried another, “ there will he
places in which to entangle ns.” A little girl shook her small fist in the
face of her proprietor, saying, “Were it not for you I should not he here
to-night. You first enticed me to work in your saloon.” And the de-

For the Herald, at least, this is the first article of the kind
that ever appeared in its columns, and if it would carry its
arguments regarding the classes of men and women who
habituate these concert saloons to their logical sequence
regarding all "other classes of men and women, the HmlA
would have advanced to our own position. If the men who
frequent these saloons are equally culpable with the women
who constitute the enticement, we ask ‘ ‘ in the name of hu
manity and womanhood,” if the men who frequent and
support houses of ill fame and of assignation ought not to ba
held .equally disgraced with the women whom they visit at
such places? In other words, if it be immoral for women to
live in and frequent these houses, is it not also equally as im
moral for men to visit and support them there ? Aye, is it
not a thousand times more disastrous to womanhood and
humanity that there should be houses supported by men into
which young girls, in entire ignorance of their danger, are
enticed, for the purpose of ministering to the debauched
sexual appetites of men who can afford to pay five hundred
or a thousand dollars for each fresh victim? Will not th
H&rald become consistent and apply its arguments to all
classes of men and women and not confine them Jp the com
paratively small numbers who frequent concert saloons?
JUDGE EDWARD MA@KINLEY.
Early after our arrsst this gentleman voluntarily came for
ward and tendered his services, which were gladly accepted,
and he has labored earnestly and most acceptably in our be
half, overcoming by his efforts much of the prejudice that
had been wrought up against us in the courts and in th®
minds of „their various officials before whom we have ap
peared. His zeal in our ease made us desirous of learning
something of his life; but it has been with difficulty that
we have obtained the following brief account. Nevertheless
it is with pleasure that we give it to the public. He has his
office in the Equitable Building (No. 120 Broadway, rooms
No. 29, 30, 31 and 32), the finest structure on th© American
Continent.
He was bom in Allentown, Leighigh Co., Pa. His
parents were from the north of Ireland, and of Scottish
origin. By his father,' the family name comes from the an
cient house of Aberdeen. His mother was related to th©
family of the poet Montgomery. His father was a gentleman
of education, and had been educated for the Irish bar, but,
having married a young and accomplished lady, preferred to
try his fortunes in America, rather than to become and re
main a local solicitor or barrister in Ireland. He reached
this country the year preceding the last war with England.
The usual consequences to emigrants to this country, and
particularly from Ireland, were sufficientlya-ealized and en-;
joyed by his parents; viz.: the rapid increase of family ties, i
numerically speaking. It is difficult at the present moment,
fully to appreciate the struggles of men in limited circum
stances sixty years ago, to provide for a large family of young
and helpless children. High tariffs, scarcity of horn© manog,
factures, depreciated currency and a scarcity of any kind;
high prices for all necessaries—low wages for all industry. |
But such times must always find men and means to meet tkfi

Titusville, November 30,1872.
We, the undersigned, do truly and sincerely believe that
the so-called immoral ideas and teachings of Mrs. Yictoria C.
Woodhull are in themselves pure and true according to her
interpretation and our understanding of them, and that tliey^
are the only sure foundation for the future elevation and ad
vancement of the human race, in accordance with the laws of
Godftand nature,
We believe she is unjustly persecuted and unlawfully de
prived of her liberty by a Government which was instituted
and formed for the purpose of protecting free thought, free
speech and liherty of ^conscience, but which has* in this in- stroyer of this child’s innocence cooly smoked a cigar, knowing that his | emergency.

WOOD H U L L & C LA PLIN
So it was with the elder Mr. MacKinley. His destiny was
to struggle, and his energy and perseverance were equal to
the necessity. It was also his misfortune, at the birth of the
subject of this biography, to lose the wife of his early affecons—the companion of his manly exertions to provide foxhose that were dear to both. This loss was replaced by a
step-mother to his children, whose affection and care for them
were as sincere and serviceable as maternity itself could
have made them.
Two of his brothers were.afiluent and prosperous merchants
in Philadelphia, and his cousin was a Justice of the Supreme
Court of the United States, from the district comprisingAhe
circuit of Alabama and Mississippi.
At about the age of two-and-a-half years, the Judge’s father
moved into Lycoming county, near Williamsport, Pa., where
he bought a farm having a Water-power, and whereon he constx-ucted a woolen factory. It was here that Mr. MacKinley
commenced and spent his youthful life, alternately working
on the farm and in the factory ix summer and going to school
in wintex-. As one by one his brothers and sisters left home,
married and went into the world, Edward remained at
home to aid and assist his parents. It was the desire and
intention of his parents to educate him for the Min
istry, and to that end he was sent to college.
After leaving college he began to think for
himself, and decided against the chux-ch.
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Since his return to Hew York he has steadily been advanc
ing in a cax-eer of usefulness and success.
Dining the war he was on the side of the Union. His
speeches iix the cause were warm, patriotic, often and elo
quent. He was in the Sierra Hevadas when he heard of the
first gun fired in the interest of rebellion. He said then to
his friends “ that the war was without just cause: its motive
was to pei’petuate, and its result would be to exterminate,
slavery.'V History has vindicated his prophecy.
The quiet and decorous deportment of the profession, and
the exemption that attaches to lawyers in these Eastern
climes, for their participation in legal controversies, are wide
ly in contrast with frontier expex-iences. In the early days of
California, lawyers were not only the legal champions ox their
clients in the court-room, but often had to determine colla
teral issues by wager of battle outside of it. Hice questions
of veracity would sometimes arise, which were generally determined by accm-acy in pistol exercise, the survivor- beingconsidered correct.- In cases • of reciprocal wounding, the
question remained open during confinement in hospital only.
To illustrate these risks, we will give a few instances in which
Mr. MacKinlay came out survivor.
He brought an action of ejectment, once, for an honest

By the permission of his parents, whose
views he always consulted and inspected, he
entered the common road traversed by so
many great men, and went to school teaching.
His motives in this were that he might no lon
ger be an expense to his father, that he might
support himself and prepare his mind by the
reading of elementary works at his leisure
hours, for the ulimate study and practice of
law, which he had resolved to pursue.0 Shortly
.A?
after this, the opportunity was presented
Hg
through the friendly influence of a sisterin-law
in Hew York, to enter the office of the late
Henry M. Western, Esq., once a distinguished
practitioner of this city; and, bidding a tearful
adieu to his affectionate step-mother (whom
in after life he has always revered, and of
whom he always speaks in terms of highest
pi-aise), his father accompanied him to Wil
liamsport, and on the most rapid mode of
travel then in use at that place—a canal packet
boat—Edward took up his line of march for
the great Metropolis. He entered Mr. West
ern’s office April 2d, 1816, as a student, with
out compensation. Having remained witlx
him a year, he decided to advance his for
tunes and his opportunities, and entered the
office of Saudfords. & Porter, composed of Ed
ward and Jas. S. Sandford and Mortimore
I
Porter, under a salary of one hundred dollars
a year. He remained with this firm until hq
was admitted to tho Bar, January^ 1850, Then
came the great draft that drew alike the des
A
perate and the hopeful to the Mecca of Amer|ca_California; and he was swallowed up in
JUDGE EDWARD MACKINLEY.
the Westward tide.
[Photographed by Fkepekicks.]
^Taking with him a law library, a val
uable acquisition at that place, he opened
an office in San Prancisco. His abilities,
energy and promptness in business, soon ^ brought Horwegian, named Peter Fee, who, with his good wife,
him clients and gold. But his hopes were sooiDdoomed Dorothea, crossed the Plains in 1819, and opened a hotel
to the bitterest disappointments that visit man. After two called the “Blue Tent” (deriving its name from that being
years of patient waiting for her coming, his young and beau the complexion of the canvas that formed the structure; the
tiful wife, whom he had married in Hew York, left to join public table of which hotel consisted of a raw bull’s hide,
him in the Occident. After leaving Acapulco she took ill of stretched out between stakes, at a dollar a meal) on the
Cholera, died within thirty hours afterward, and was buried Mariposa x’oad, and on the celebrated Mariposa Grant, own
at sea. * The steamer arrived, and the enthusiastic husband ed by Col. Fremont. Peter and Doi’ethea accumulated rap
repaired on board to receive his wife. What his feelings idly. John Myers and Henry Schroder owned a ranch of iOO
were upon discovering that she was lost to him forever acres of land on the Merced River. They made less money at
need not be told, for no One but himself would be equal to farming than Peter and Dorethea did at hotel keeping. They
the task. But if the reader can picture to himself the situ applied to the latter and obtained a loan of f5,000, and gave a
ation of a young, ardent, devoted, prosperous and successful mortgage on the ranch at 3 per cent, a month. Of course
young man, in a new country, where female youth, beauty they never paid principal or interest, and J ohn dissolved the
*
+v.aof witcci
inafn.nCA?
wherewhere
seniet.v
was was partnership and his own existence by an assault on his men
and. virtue...........
were'
the Xrarest
instance;
society
wholly unorganized, and vice predominated, the vicious tal sti-ucture with a pistol, which carried away the top of his
were iix the majority, and the loneliness consequent upon head—in short, to use a conventionality expressive of any
such a remote isolation from social and endearing relations, mode of mortality, “went up the Hume.” Cause—Schroder’s
and a sincere sorrow for the sufferings and loss at such a wife.
time, in such a manner, of such a woman—some faint idea of
Fee foreclosed his mortgage. Starr and Grimshaw, second
his grief may be conceived. Such blows often break men mortgagees, were in possession, hence ejectment against
down; and if utter despair ever attended such a blow, it them. The jury disagreed on the first trial. Before the sec
Eound’its victim and filled his cup in this misfortune. Added ond, Judge MacKinlay moved for a change of venue, oryfche
to this loss soon followed that of his father, his step-mother ground of prejudice in the County against Fee, During the
and a dearly-beloved sister, all in the same year. Upon the argument of the motion, the Sheriff occupied a seat .a few
death of his parents two younger step-sisters were left the inches behind Judge MacKinley, being armed with a revolver,
sole occupants of his father’s estate; 'he immediately con intending,®as previously declared, to shoot the Judge on the
veyed to them his interest in the estate, and procured two of spot, if, in his argument, he should cast any reflection upon
of his brothers to execute similar conveyances.
him, the Sheriff, “as to the manner in which he had selected
But in a country of such activity, the resources of a fertile the jury. The Judge went on with his argument until he
mind found relaxation in the fatigues of labor itself, and came to the conduct or misconduct of the Sheriff, and, turning
labor was his only refuge. But the law was too slow, and for squarely upon him, and looking him in the eye said, that if
a time Mr. MacKinley abandoned his profession and entered he shoxdd not survive the full argument of that motion, his
the vast sjlfdilations-in mining which arose out of the silver client had plenty of money to hire other lawyers to finish it—
discoveries in Hevada, Southern California, Mexico, British but that there were plenty of men about that court-house that
Columbia, and Idaho Territory. In the latter Territory he would instantly hang, without expense to the County, the cow
for some time held the office of Territorial Judge, and ardly scoundi'cl that would shoot him for the discharge of his
■ passed upon questions involving millions of wealth in the professional^lnty—and then went on with his argument. His
mption prevailed—his suit ultimately, and the Sheriff soon
mining interests.
From losses in mining and a spirit of discontent consequent after fled the country for his participation ip a most horrible
thereat he resolved to resume
profession, and the place tri-partite homicide, committed in his own office..
In another case the Judge met with a nari’ow escape. He
became one of selection, and he decided to return to Hew
York. Adversity has prompted many Californians to return was retained in a divorce case in Tehema county for the wife
to the East, but pride has withheld them, and many have (the Judge never takes the other side in such cases). The
remained there to despair and starve and die, but the judge case had gone to judgment by default, and a decree was about
lias decided that thia iwcesiityia one that he prefers to to be entered. The Judge arrested the proceedings, opened
,. the default, was allowed to answer, got largo counsel fee and
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alimony and ultimately the plaintiff was compelled to dismis*
his action. As soon as it was done he was attacked by the
plaintiff and Ms friends, armed and clamoring for his life. He
was alone at the time in a large store, opening upon two
streets front, and rear; he was utterly unprepared, nor was
he expecting the assault, although he had just come from
court where, in an argument, he had metaphysically gibbeted
the plaintiff in opposing the motion to dismiss without costs—
the joy of all lawyers; for there is more joy to lawyers over
one bill of costs from an adversaxy than over ninety and nine
just and well-deserved retainers from devout and faithful
clients. But on they came in hot pursuit—pistols, knives,
curses and thx-eats. “ Kill him, shoot him,” damn him in all
the various modes possible; damn him for all offences possi
ble, for being the son of all kinds of animals possible, and of
dogs in particular. He saw that his safety depended upon
one thing only, and that was, not to draw his pistol; that was
all that was wanted as a provoking cause to justify Ms instant
execution. Ho protracted the encounter, and parried the
assault with an arm-chair, which he offered to his assailants
feet foremost. In the meantime the crowd gathered to an'
hundred or more, among whom there were some, as there
must always be, who favoi’ed fair play and the weaker side,
and his murder was by their intei’position
averted. But he took no more retainers in
that circufif
‘
His fondness for pleasantry is so great that
he cannot resist its perpetration,* even at his
own expense. In his early practice in San
Francisco, like all young lawyers, he was deal-'
x*ous of criminal business—the defence of a
xmirderer, burglar, or any kind of felony—and
■was freqxxently assigned by his Honor Judge
Campbell, presiding Judge of the Sessions, as
counsel fox* criminals bankrupt in money aswell as morals. They had to be tried, had to
be defended. It facilitated the business of
the court for counsel to accept the duty. Con
viction was inevitable, and all whom hs thus
defended realized that result. Finally he
wearied of this service, and for a long time de
clined. In the interval there were many acquitals. Happening one day to bo in court.
Judge Campbell asked several lawyers present
to act as counsel in some case about to be
tried. They all declined. The Judge asked
Mr. MacKinley. He hesitated, and the Dis
trict Attorney, Mr. Harry Byrne, added his
solicitations. “ Well,” said he, taking his
seat, “ you haven’t had any convictions in thia
coiTi’t for some time;, I don’t care if I do de
fend this ease.” The laugh was irresistible,
and "most enjoyed by the Court. The trial
went on with tho usual result, the prisoner re
ceiving five years for his ci’ime, and the Judge
. giving five more when he appeared for trial
for insolent reflections upon his counsel.
But his ei’iminal experience) was not always
disastrous. He successfully defended and ac
quitted Mrs. Whitney, who shot and killed a
discarded lover in the act of entering her
bedroom through a window, wherein sh*e was
confined of a broken leg, at Mariposa, the jury
acquitting without retiring^ The plea was, a
supposed burglar, or the intention of violence
cby the victim. He successfully defended three
Englishmen fi*om Sydney on a charge of burglary—a class o|
persons at that time very unpopular in San Francisco, by
reason of the existence of strong suspicions against, thei#
motives of emigration from England to Australki—whether
voluntary or involuntary, at their own or at tho expense of
the British Crown. Such were called “ Sydney Ducks.” The
only proof was furnished by their possession o£.ran amount of
money corresponding to the amount alleged to have been
lost and their presence on tha premises the night befo-m.
Upon consultation with tke*:prisoners, they informed Mm.
that the money was their own; that they had just come, from"
the mines; that |ixey, but tho day previous to, their arresb
had disposed of their gold dust at the bank of Davidson
May. Judge MacKinley went to the bank, politely inquired
of the teller if he ]ppt memoranda of such transagtions, was
answered in the affirmative and shown a “ tickler” upon which
the calculations of six oh transactions were carried out. Hq
soon discovered,one corresponding exactly to tile sum men*
tioned to a cent. He, then asked the tellerdf he ooxxld recall
the person. He said he thought he could. When tha trial
cams on,.the teller and his “tickler” were subpcenaxl. Ho
fxfflyidentified the parties; the transaction corroborated the
truthfulness of their statement, and they were acquitted.
Without this ^timely diseovexy, these innocent men would
have received at least five,years apiece; for their conviction
would have been inevitable, because Sydneyites.
In the great questions involved in settling land title? ha,
California, arising under the system of grants by the Mexican,
government under the civil law, and the complications, aria-’
ing from the application .of the English common law rules of .
jurisprudence, by the conquering power, furnished a will®,
field for^the display of the eminent abilities, of the Judge m.
many a hotly contested case, and his name is honorably asso
ciated in many which have ripened hit0 the permanent law
of the land.
His services are ever at the command of those who require
and deserve, but are unable to pay for them; apd Ms hardest
fights and most signal victories have been on the behalf of
those that could pay least or pay nothing. He keeps With his
clients to the end of the case, not the end of their purse only.1
Ho is “ never less alone than when alone,” and hia Bights’
are spent in tha silence and solitude of hia officesin the eax-es of business while deep sleep is upon men; an<|
his clients know not that he is wakeful and alert to their in
terests against the day of trial. Hia friends wonder w„her©
his pleasure is, and, like fix© Gracchi, he points tordii*,
children,
4
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